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New Jazz Studies II
Jazz in Biloxi - 1
Advertising Wagons - 18
The origin of the word 'jazz' - 45
Jimmy Durante - 69
The first Jazz Recordings -73-77
Biloxi, Gulfport & the Gulf Coast

Biloxi and Gulfport Miss. are nearby town close to New Orleans. Often
New Orleans bands played in Biloxi. When and how did jazz migrate to these
small towns? What was the musical scene in these cities when jazz came?
What was happening in the small Miss. town of Pass Christian and Bay St.
Louis with music?
The Articles
Herald - June 23, 1888
We are indebted to the Eureka Brass Band of Mobile for a serenade last
Tuesday. The Eureka is one of the oldest and best bands in Mobile, and we
appreciate the delightful serenade.
Herald - July 26, 1890
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Bay St. Louis has passed on an ordinance prohibiting brass band from
practicing within the corporate limits after 10 o'clock at night.
Bands are important to youngsters
Herald - July 11, 1891 - Education in the country towns
Village bands and choruses are valuable. In one place a large crowd of
boys are kept interested by their weekly band practice. A right feeling of pride
is aroused when they are called upon to lead local processions, to play at
entertainments, etc.
Herald - September 23, 1893 -- Orphans (New Orleans) outing to Biloxi
Wolff's Band of New Orleans accompanies the outing.
Herald - September 18, 1898
On account of the quarantine restrictions placed against New Orleans,
it is more than probable that the Biloxi fire companies that will parade next
Monday will be compelled to secure their brass bands from Mobile.
Herald - January -13, 1900
The colored New Orleans Minstrels paraded the streets of Biloxi
yesterday with their brass bands and the members of the company dressed in
white hats, linen dusters and black pants.
Herald - June 12, 1907
Biloxi Herald brass Band practicing.
Herald - March 4, 1908
Pate's Band of Bay St. Louis furnished music for the dance.
Herald - April 24, 1908
Biloxi Herald Band - Music furnished for parades, dances, and
entertainment.
Herald - August 5, 1908
Big Dance - Pavilion, Biloxi Herald Band Friday evening.
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March 30, 1908
Herald - April 13, 1909
The Biloxi Herald Band will play at the Airdome on the opening night,
Monday April 19th.
Herald - June 28, 1909
Big dance given Wednesday night at Galle's Pavilion for benefit of Joe
Foyard in the hospital. Music furnished by the Harris Band.
Herald - August 6, 1909
Big dance tomorrow at Galle's pavilion. Music by American Band.
Herald - September 6, 1910 - Labor Day festivities
Three bands, the Gulfport, Biloxi and Hattiesburg Bands were all in
line.
Herald - November 12, 1910 - Biloxi Herald Band will give concert at
Harrison county Fair Grounds tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
The Biloxi Herald Band of this city on tomorrow afternoon will get to
Biloxi where a free band concert will be given at the Fair Grounds beginning
at 2:30 o'clock. A selected program has been arranged for the occasion and
will be a treat to all who attend. Among the numbers which will be rendered is
that famous ragtime song two-step, "Casey Jones" Judge Harrison's favorite.
the program is as follows:
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Herald - December 29, 1910
New Year's Eve dance at the Firemen's Hall. Lameuse St. by the Biloxi
Herald Building.
Herald - March 7, 1911 - Speech of Jas. K. Vardamar
Vardamar entered the auditorium and was followed by the Gulfport
Brass Band.

May 6, 1911
Herald - May 25, 1911
The dance at the at Fireman's Hall last night, given by the fire company
and the Herald Band was attended only by a small crowd.
Herald - September 20, 1911 -Braun's Band - The ball
The closing event of the day was the big ball at the Firemen's' Hall.
There were at least 1,000 people who attended during the course of the
evening, and, following the custom of years, the various fire companies after
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serenades went to the hall and marched through in correct order before
disbanding and participating in the dance which continued until a late hour.
Music was furnished for the ball by Braun's Band. (Of New Orleans)
Herald - September 30, 1911
Don't forget the dance at the Firemen's Hall Monday, October 2, given
by the Big Four. Imperial orchestra will play.
Herald - October 3, 1911 - Dance last night.
The Big four, a local social organization, gave a dance at the Firemen's
Hall last night which was a marked success. The Imperial Band furnished
music and about a hundred couples were present and danced until a late hour.
Herald -January 20, 1912 - Dance at beach Hotel
About 15 couples enjoyed a dance at the Beach Hotel last night. Music
was furnished by the Jimmie Wood's String band and all had a good time.
Herald - July 12, 1912
Dance Saturday night at Back Bay Hall by Harris Band.
Gulfport Daily Herald - September 18, 1913
The following bands have been engaged to furnish music for the
occasion. The Volunteers will have Laine's Band of New Orleans; Mississippi
Hook & Ladder will have the Herald Band; the West End will have another
Laine Band, another band from New Orleans and the West End company will
have the Scranton Fire Company Band. With all this music in town, Biloxi
should be lively tomorrow surely.
Herald -September 27, 1913 - Dance tonight
A dance will be given tonight at the new Beach Pavilion. Music will be
furnished by Jimmie Wood's Band and a large crowd is looked for.
Herald - July 19, 1915 - Herald band concert
A vast throng of people listened to the concert of the Herald Band at the
Pizzati Pavilion at the City Park last night, which began at 8:00 o'clock and
lasted for two hours. An interesting program of music was rendered under
Prof. Saputo, band leader, and was thoroughly enjoyed. Others who assisted
were J. Maggio, J. Fulco and Prof. Fontan. The concert was one of the most
enjoyable given at the City Park in a long while.
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July 31,

July 31, 1915
Herald - September 20, 1915 - Many Bands
Four bands will participate in the firemen's parade, these being as
follows: Laine's Brass Band, of New Orleans, for volunteer Steam Fire Co.;
Jack Laine's Band, of New Orleans, for the West End company; the Herald
Band, of Biloxi, for the Mississippi Hooke & Ladder Co., and the Pascagoula
Band for the East End Company.
Laine's Band will follow the color bearer for Volunteer and the officers
and company men will follow in line with steamer and hose wagon.
Herald - January 24, 1916 - dance tonight
A ball will be given in the City Hall tonight for the benefit of the Magic
City Band, formerly the Woodmen of the World Band, and a large attendance
is expected as it is said this will be the last dance in the City Hall for some
time, the auditorium having been turned over to the county for court
purposes. Music will be furnished by McLean's Orchestra.
Herald - March 8, 1916 - Biloxi Carnival
The Gulfport and the Biloxi Brass Bands assisted in giving music for the
night parade.
Gulfport Daily Herald - April 26, 1916 - Herald Band augmented
Another trombone artist will be added to the Herald Band, although it
may be some time before the youngster born to Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Collins on
Gill Avenue may be able to participate in the band's functions The boy who
came into this world Monday, is a lusty youngster and the first act of its young
life was to 'trp' out its musical ability by the use of its vocal organs.
Gulfport Daily Herald - October 16, 1916 patriotic event
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Two brass bands, the Municipal Band & Progressive Union Band at
Exposition grounds at 10 o'clock. Both will furnish music during the exercises.
Herald - October 21, 1916 - Dance at the City Hall
A dance will be given tonight at the City Hall for charitable purposes
under the direction of Prof. Duval, Good music will be furnished and a large
crowd is expected.
Herald - April 7, 1917 - Dance at Elks Home Monday night.
A dance will be given at the Elks Home Monday night under the
auspices of twelve or fifteen of the younger men of the city. For the occasion
music will be furnished by the 'Tramp' musicians who have been playing at
the White House during the past winter.
Herald - June 28, 1918 - Dance Saturday night.
At Volunteers fire hall, Lamouse Street. Music by Bertucci's Original
Jazz Band.
Herald - January 21, 1920 - Dance Saturday night.
At Lauafeer's Hall, across Back Bay. Music furnished by the Five New
Orleans Jazz Babies Band.
Herald - November 25, 1921 - Thanksgiving for soldiers
The ceremonies were begun promptly at 2 o'clock when music was
furnished by the Gulf Coast Military Academy Brass Band. This musical
organization is one of the best school bands in south Mississippi.
Gulfport Daily Herald - February 24, 1922 - Two bands for dance
Mr. Brown has secured the Vandebilz Glee Club Orchestra to play in
addition to the Serenaders for the dance tonight, at the Hotel Biloxi Pavilion.
The Glee Club Orchestra will arrive after the show at the Crown Theatre and
play for the dancers until a late hour Friday. The Vanderbilz Glee Club
Orchestra has toured the south with great success and the young people of
Biloxi are very fortunate in having an opportunity to dance to the strain of the
latest pieces they will play.
Herald - August 21, 1923 - Ocean Springs
The annual festival and all day picnic for the benefit of St. Alphonse
Catholic Church took place Saturday at Stuart Park and was a grand success.
The various booths conducted by the ladies were a big attraction during the
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day and night. Dancing was enjoyed both afternoon and night. Music was
furnished by Tempy's Jazz Band of Ocean Springs during the evening and by
Bertucci's Novelty Five of Biloxi at night.
An interested article appeared in the Biloxi paper about Sousa's
appearance in New Orleans
Herald - November 30, 1925 - Sousa in New Orleans
For the first time in Sousa history, the famous band will render
syncopated music, a half an hour of it. It will be the first musical organization
of size to present syncopated music. 'Jazz' band and orchestras generally
consist of ten or twelve pieces, one instrument of a kind, but with ten or a
dozen trombones, thirty clarinets, half a dozen trumpets, six sousaphones-the
band equivalent of the stringed bass-piccolos, oboes, French horns and
saxophones to create melodies and counter-melodies, syncopation will have its
first deluxe presentation.
Herald - November 30, 1925 - Sousa in New Orleans
Herald - July 3, 1925 - Elks celebration
Two band: Pascagoula Band and the Dreamland Gardens Orchestra.
Herald - December 4, 1926 - Band gives concert
The 19 members of the Handsboro Brass Band with their leader and
band master, Prof. I. L. Saucier, superintendent of the Handsboro Schools last
night and presented a band concert and variety musical program. Quite a
number of other Coast residents accompanied the band and enjoyed the
evening's entertainment. They report a large and appreciative audience and a
musical program of real merit. This musical organization which ranks as one
of the best bands on the Coast is planning to give a series of concerts at
various other schools in Harrison County.
Gulfport Daily Herald - March 4, 1927 - Mardi Gras
Biloxi Boys' Band, Saxy Gibson and orchestra-official orchestra of
Mardi Gras.
Herald - April 15, 1927
With the two best brass bands of the Coast, the Gulf Coast Military
Academy Band and the Biloxi Boys Band furnishing music alternately from
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each end of the grandstand, the crowd of baseball fans began pouring through
the gates long before the hour scheduled for the game to begin.
Herald - April 30, 1927 - Band concert given
An enjoyable band concert by the Handsboro Band was presented last
night at the Mississippi City school auditorium before a large and
appreciative audience, The Handsboro musical organization under the
direction of Prof. I. A. Saucier, superintendent of the Handsboro Schools, has
developed into one of the leading musical brass bands along the Coast and is
much in demand.
Herald - February 18, 1928 - Mardi Gras in Biloxi
There will be four brass bands in the night parade, more than in any
past parade, These are the Biloxi Boys Band, the Gulfport Municipal Band,
the Southern Paper Mill Band and the Biloxi Carnival Band. The first three
named will appear in full uniforms.
Daily Herald - May 11, 1928 -Dedication of seawall
Proceeded by a band concert, which was played by the G. C. H. A., the
Gulfport Municipal and Biloxi Boys Bands.
Gulfport
Gulfport Daily Herald - September 15, 1910
It is stated that Volunteer Company No. 1 has secured the services of
the First Infantry Band, Alabama Guards of Mobile for the parade. This band
is said to have fifteen pieces and is reputed to be one of the best in Alabama.
The Biloxi Herald Band will play with Mississippi Hook and Ladder
and the Gulfport Band will march with the West End Company.
The Mobile band will play at the ball for the celebration of the twentyseventh anniversary of Volunteer Co. No. 1.
Gulfport Daily Herald - September 19, 1910
The first Infantry Band, Alabama Guards of Mobile, Ala., arrived on
the Coast train early this morning and the Gulfport and Wiggins Bands also
arrived, and these together with the Biloxi Herald Band are making things
pretty lively.
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Gulfport Daily Herald - July 31, 1914 - Band concert is heard by crowds. W.
O. W. Band's efforts appreciated and Dorcas Society's church building fund
augmented.
The weekly concert of the Woodmen of the World Band was again a
success last night. A good crowd attended the excellent concert and liberally
patronized the efforts of the Dorcas Society of the First Baptist Church, which
sold refreshments for the benefit of the church's building fund.
The W. O. W. Band's efforts to give the public a weekly concert are
being more and more appreciated each week, judging by the crowds that
attend. The city commission has also recognized the patriotism of the band
and yesterday decided to make a monthly money allowance for it support.
Gulfport Daily Herald -- August 14, 1914 - Woodmen concert pleases crowds.
Bands efforts to amuse the public meet commendations-Dorcas Society sells
refreshments.
Gulfport last night, enjoyed music, the strains of which spread over the
town and from a distance reminded one of the evening concerts in the parks of
the larger cities of America. It was the Woodmen of the World Band's weekly
public concert. A large crowd gathered for the music and spread about the
band stand lot. As usual, the players received great commendation for their
excellent music and the public spirit which prompts them to donate their
services gratuitously, their only stipend besides the city's allowance used to
train the band being the satisfaction of knowing that they pleased the public.
Gulfport Daily Herald - September 19, 1914 - Prof. J. R. Bagby, band
conductor, teacher and composer, comes to Lytle school faculty.
Prof. J. R. Bagby, who will have charge of the cornet, clarinet and band
department of the Lytle School of Music, has arrived and is ready to
commence work. He will also direct the Woodmen Band and assist in the
training of the band of the Gulf Coast Military Academy, of which M. Lytle is
the director. Prof. Bagby, besides being an experience conductor and teacher,
is also a composer of band and orchestra music. He has several compositions
which are used be bands over the South.
Gulfport Daily Herald - October 22, 1914 Woodmen concert played tonight.
Weekly public music fest by the Fraternity Players takes place tonight in city
Park.
The weekly concert of the Woodmen of the World Band will take place
tonight in the band stand in the City Park. The grass in the place has been cut
anew. The band's concerts are improving each week the players individually
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acquiring more proficiency under the management of Prof. J. R. Bagby, of the
Lytle school of Music, their new leader.
According to the present plans of the band, the weekly concerts will
continue indefinitely and, as long as the weather permits, will take place in the
open air of the City Park. When it becomes too cold for outdoor concerts, the
Woodmen players will entertain the public every Thursday night in the City
Hall.
Gulfport Daily Herald - August 3, 1915 - Good concert last night
The Woodmen of the World Band concert last night attracted a large
crowd and was much praised. These band concerts are growing in popularity
and drawing larger crowds every week.
Gulfport Daily Herald - November 19, 1915 - masque ball at City Hall tonight.
W. O. W. Band has prepared interesting entertainment for its friends this
evening.
The masquerade ball to be given by the W. O. W. Band at the City Hall
tonight is being anticipated with much interest and pleasure by the many
friends of the band, who find enjoyment at its popular dances.
The proceeds of the dance tonight will go to the band's instrument fund.
A departure from the regular dance program is that there will be no
monotony of dances. A varied program has been arranged in which all
popular forms of modern dances may be enjoyed, not excepting the two-step,
cake walk, and the old Virginia reel, which are coming into their own again in
the representative dancing circles throughout the county. The grand march
begins at 8:30.
Gulfport Daily Herald - February 15, 1916 - Royal yacht Fantic- Mardi Gras
Contracts have been awarded to the Biloxi Herald and the Gulfport
Bands to furnish music for the occasion. Negotiations are now under way with
the Pascagoula and other bands with a view to having three bands during the
Biloxi Mardi Gras.
The Biloxi Carnival Association at its meeting last night was informed
that the Woodmen and the Moose would both have floats in the parades,
making eleven in all that will have designs of a picturesque nature.
Gulfport Daily Herald - February 23, 1916 - Want another band
The Biloxi Carnival Association has made arrangements with the
Herald and Gulfport Bands for music on Mardi Gras day on March 7 and is
now endeavoring to secure a third band. It is believed that a third band is
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needed and efforts have been made to get the Pascagoula and the Wiggins
Bands but the Wiggins Band has not been practicing for some time and the
Pascagoula Band expects to go to Mobile on Carnival day. Just where the
carnival association will pick up the third band is now not known.
Gulfport Daily Herald - March 8, 1916 - Mardi Gras 5th annual parade.
After the leaders came the uniphones then the Order of Redmen in
Indian costumes, about thirty in number, after which former kings of Mardi
Gras, were conveyed in carriages. These were T. K. Devitt and U. Desporte,
the other former kings not being enabled to participate.
After the kinds came city officials consisting of Mayor Edward
Glennan, City Attorney Louis Goldman, city clerk J. V. Hagan and members
of the board of mayor and aldermen. Then came the Gulfport Band, followed
by the Royal Beef, Dubas' Band, Prince of Peace, the Herald Band and then
King Argiuis V. After the king there were school children, many of whom had
formed a bicycle brigade, their bicycle being duly decorated, then the seniors
in masks in a conveyance and other school children with a number of
carriages following.
Gulfport Daily Herald - November 11, 1916 - Celebration for Wilson
Municipal Band and Progressive Bands.
Gulfport Daily Herald - February 3, 1917 - Mardi Gras
The band committee reported on arranging to get four bands. The
Mardi Gras will be enlivened by four bands: The Herald, Dubaz, and
Gulfport bands will participate and arrangements are now being made for the
fourth band.

July 5, 1918

March 31, 1919
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Gulfport Daily Herald - November 12, 1919 - Armistice Day celebration
The music was furnished by the Herald Band of Biloxi and the Gulfport
Band was specially good. The Herald Band gave a concert at the Elks Place
during the afternoon while the sports and amusements features were being
carried out.
Gulfport Daily Herald - June 2, 1920 - Seeks musicians for Naval Band. U. S.
Navy bandmaster arranging to organize a 40-piece band at Naval Station.
Charles F. Kroboth, bandmaster, U. S. N., is now seeking musicians
between the ages of 17 and 35 to organize a band of 40 pieces for the U. S.
Naval training Camp at Gulfport. To Mr. Kroboth goes the honor of
organizing the band on the flagships Pennsylvania and the U. S. S. New
Mexico. Both gained reputations for excellence of their music and were the
pride of their respective ships, but he is determined to organize a body of
musicians for bands that will rival those of the past and the people of the
Coast can feel well proud of. The U. S. Navy has now been granted the long
looked for increase in pay, dating it back to January 1, and this is a good
opportunity for young men who are good musicians, desirous of service in the
Navy, to be in one of the finest naval stations and near their homes. Ex-service
men of the Navy who have been discharged within the past 12 months an reenlist, under the new law are entitled to the bonus of an extra months pay for
each year they reenlist and 30 days leave.
Those who are interested would probably do well to see Mr. Kroboth
tomorrow as he will leave the day after for New Orleans on a ten day's
recruiting trip. However, applications for enlistment in the band during his
absence may be left at the Naval Station.
Gulfport Daily Herald - July 28, 1920 - Gulfport band to reorganize. Charles
F. Kroboth, Naval Station band leader to head the organization.
A movement is on foot to reorganize the Gulfport Band and make it a
first class musical organization. This organization has been somewhat
crippled by a number of its players finding positions out of town. Charles F.
Kroboth, the efficient leader of the band at the Naval Station has taken the
matter in hand. He is giving the assistance of a number of the station players
and there have already been two rehearsals. The organization is doing
splendid work. Mr. Kroboth is a splendid leader and is already playing high
class music with the material at hand. He has had extended experience in
organizing bands and says, if the people of Gulfport and vicinity will get
behind it and support it that he can put out a band within a year that could
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tour the country and would be one of the finest advertising means that could
be obtained.
Mr. Kroboth is greatly pleased with the Gulf Coast and feels that there
is a splendid future in store for it.
A first class band would bring many tourists to the Coast as well as
being a source of delight to those already here. The first concert will be given
by the newly organized band on Wednesday night, Aug. 4th at the new City
Park and if the citizens of the Coast wish to be royally entertained by a good
band concert they should not fail to atte3nd on this occasion. A band of at
least 24 pieces will play next Wednesday night. A number of prominent
Gulfport citizens will become honorary members.
Gulfport Daily Herald - October 20, 1920 - Masked ball for benefit of band.
Captain Crenshaw, Commandant Naval Station, grants use of Coliseum for
occasion.
The Gulfport Military Band will give a masquerade Halloween ball
Saturday night, October 30th in the Coliseum at the U. S. Naval Training
Camp, Gulfport.
Capt. Arthur Crenshaw, commandant at the Naval Station, who is a
lover of good music, has given Charles F. Kroboth, bandmaster of the U. S.
Navy and director of the Gulfport Military Band permission to use the
Coliseum, and will help him in every way to make it a huge success. Those
who have ever visited the Coliseum know it has one of the largest and best
dance floors in the country and seating capacity of several thousand.
The band is trying to raise enough funds in order to purchase uniforms,
music and help pay other expenses of the weekly concerts. It is Professor
Kroboth's desire to organize one of the finest bands in the south. He expects to
rehearse and give concerts all through the winter and by next summer have it
in full uniform. A large library of music and will give concerts that will gain
for it a reputation in 'Dixie; and the musicians of the Naval Station are giving
their time with the rehearsals and concerts and helping in every way to assist
their bandmaster. But it takes more than good will to make the band a
success. The band must have an income. The merchants are very anxious to
help by giving to the band fund and let Gulfport have a band that it can feel
proud of, but it should not be left to only a few men when there are others
who can give their little and make it a sure success. To equip an organization
of this kind, the following items will give to the public an idea of the amount
necessary. Uniform costs for twenty-five men - $50 each, $,250.00. A good
library of music every band should have that expect to give concerts will cost
about $1000.00. These are the largest items but it is also necessary to
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compensate the musicians for their services in order to keep them in Gulfport.
Later on Mr. Kroboth intends to organize a couple of orchestras providing be
can secure work for them. This will help to offer good musicians the
inducements necessary to keep them in Gulfport.
If the citizens of Gulfport wish to help Professor Kroboth with the good
work he has started and has one of the finest concert bands in Dixie, buy a
tickets for the masquerade ball. The cost is only a few cents apiece and even if
you do not dance come and see the others. There will be a good time for
everybody with good music, refreshments on sale at the canteen and fun for
all. Mayor Haydon has promised to be present and it is hoped to have him say
a few words. There will be plenty of fun and a good time for everybody.
Gulfport Daily Herald - November 6, 1920 - Program for tomorrow
afternoon's concert.
The first of the concerts to be given at the Dixie Theatre during the
winter months by the Gulf Coast Military Band will take place tomorrow
afternoon at 3:30 o'clock. There will be no admission to these concerts and the
public is cordially invited to attend. Under the leadership of director Kroboth,
the Gulfport Military Band has been made one of the best bands in the state
and the concerts it is to give will be one of the treats of the winter season. The
program for tomorrow will be as follows:

Gulfport Daily Herald - October 26, 1921 - Armistice Day - play & pageant.
Assisted by Gulf Coast Military Band.
Gulfport Daily Herald - August 29, 1922 - Biloxi to have grand concert. Hotel
Biloxi and White House bands will join together tomorrow evening to render
program.
A treat is in store for the people of the Mississippi coast tomorrow
evening at 7:30 o'clock at the Hotel Biloxi Pavilion where the Hotel Biloxi
band and the White House Band will join together in rendering one of the
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most attractive programs heard on the coast in some time. There will be no
admission and everybody is invited.
The program will be as follows:

No better bands have ever visited the Mississippi Coast than these two
bands now at Biloxi and tomorrow afternoon's offering, including as it does
some of the best music ever written should not be missed by any lover of
music.
Daily Herald - October 1, 1927 - Cadet Band makes first appearance
The first appearance in Gulfport of the R. O. t. C. Cadet band of Gulf
Coast Military Academy was greeted delightedly by the people of the business
district this morning when Captain Mercer E. Patterson, musical director,
brought his men to town for a bit of pep meeting preceding the football game
between the Academy and Moss Point this afternoon. The men in Khaki
formed at the Herald Square giving an impromptu concert, then marching
through the main part of the business section, returning to the Herald office
where a most enjoyable number was played.
This group of 35 musicians is playing mighty fine music and represents
an especially good musical aggregation, worthy successors to the many
popular bands from the Academy. The excellent playing so early in the season
when many of the men in the band are new members is most meritorious.
Gulfportians hope to have the pleasure may times this year of seeing the band
in parade and hearing the good music it will furnish.
Gulfport Daily Herald - April 12, 1928 - Baseball game
Two brass bands, the Gulfport Municipal Band and the band from the
Gulf Coast Military Academy, will make things lively while the game is in
progress and keep the home crowd "pepped up'' should any trying times or
doubtful moments arise while the contest is in progress.
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Gulfport Daily Herald - July 4, 1929
Special platforms for dancing were erected at the City Park by the
Gulfport and Hattiesburg Booster's Clubs, the two organizations sponsoring
the railroad picnic and with two brass bands and two jazz orchestras on hand
to furnish the music, this sport and diversion was claiming much attention
and patronage throughout the day.
Herald - October 16, 1931 - School band to give concert Saturday night
The first anniversary concert of the Gulfport School band will be
presented Saturday night, 8 o'clock, at the Gulfport High School auditorium
under the supervision of Harold H. Ramsey, director. Both senior and junior
bands will participate, the total enrollment in the two bands being 70. The
program follows:

Daily Herald - January 31, 1938 - Gulfport, Long Beach and Pass Christian
will play.
The parade which is to be held on Tuesday, March 1, Mardi Gras day in
Biloxi is growing in size and promises to be one of the longest parades ever
held here. The latest additions to the parade are the bands from Gulfport
High, Long Beach High and Pass Christian. Supt. Brown of Gulfport schools,
Supt. White of the Long Beach schools and Supt. French of the Pass Christian
Schools all promised a committee composed of Lion Ross, Fickes and Rev. E.
A. DeMiller that they would have their bands in the parade of the Coast
schools at 2:30 p.m. on Mardi Gras day in Biloxi.
Daily Herald - March 29, 1938 - Gulfport band to pay friendly visit.
The Gulfport High School Band will leave for Hattiesburg Saturday
morning at 8 o'clock by bus and automobile for a friendly week-end visit to
the Hattiesburg High School band. The band has been invited to make this
visit by George Bushong, leader of the Hattiesburg band.
There will be 60 members of the Gulfport Band. A parade of the two
bands will be staged Saturday afternoon on the streets of Hattiesburg and the
two bands will give a concert Sunday afternoon.
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Summery
The bands of the Gulf Coast mirror the popularity of brass and jazz
orchestras in all the U. S., both in the largest and smallest town in the country.
Biloxi has had a Mardi Gras, smaller then New Orleans, but is just as popular
with its citizens. Many New Orleans bands played on the Gulf Coast and
many of the smaller Gulf Coast towns had their own bands. Similar to New
Orleans eventually school bands replaced professional bands. The larger cities
still could support professional bands. Jazz bands began to spread over the
country similar to the expose on the Gulf Coast.
There was little mention of bands using the name of "jazz" for their
bands. The first mention of a jazz band was in 1918.
Advertising Ballyhoo Wagons

During the evolution of jazz its popularity was spread by means of its
exposure to the citizens of New Orleans. One of the ways that it was exposed
was by advertising wagons and trucks with small musical bands passing
through the streets of the city, stopping at street corners giving a promptu
performance before heading to their next corner and repeating this practice.
Many times two such bands would meet at a corner and performed what is
known as a bucking contest. The winner would get the crowd to their dance or
activity. In this era the dance was a very popular activity and the new music
and rhythms of jazz appealed to the people, especially the younger generation.
Black and white bands played on these adv. wagons giving the populace of the
city a chance to hear the music played in Negro and white dance halls, along
with both Negro and white bands playing at the camps on Lake Pontchartrain
These adv. wagons brought jazz out of obscurity to popularity.
There were many activities that these bandwagons advertised: dances,
football games, prize fights, exposing newly organized bands and other
activities that needed people to participate in. These adv. wagons (later
trucks) spread the word with music and signs telling where and when an
activity was taking place.
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Bally Hoo: advertising a dance or other Activates using live music.
Bands had been mobilized from very early times and this mobility was
continued in and around New Orleans. The word ballyhoo was having a band
advertise or ‘ballyhoo’ for a dance. We found bands on the Mardi Gras floats
and we find bands advertising for dances that meet another wagon and a
cutting or bucking contest would occur.
Musicians such as Buddy Petit, Chris Kelly, Sam Morgan, Kid Rena,
Punch Miller and many others, were paid to ride up and down the streets of
New Orleans on furniture trucks (with advertisements on the sides of the
truck) to advertise the dance that would be the following day, Monday. On
Sunday there might be 5 or more trucks going around the streets, playing
music, and advertising the dance the following night. Most of the time these
advertising trucks would meet in the streets. When they did a 'bucking'
contest would be the result. Some of these musical battles are legendary and
still are item of interest and conversation between New Orleanians.
In his interview, Albert Jiles remarked: “On Sunday they (the bands)
would advertise dances on trucks and one could catch 4 or 5 of these
advertising on a Sunday. There was Kid Rena, Buddy Petit, Kid Ory and
maybe Louis Dumaine, along with Chris Kelly and Sam Morgan. That’s what
they called tailgate music. Trucks with bands would meet at certain corners,
bind the tailgates together and start to "buck" (jam). It was a competition
between the bands, and the public, clapping would decide which band was
best.” Don Albert, the leader of great "swing" bands in the 30’s grew up in
New Orleans and took part in these "bucking" contests. He states: “I did
quite a bit of bucking. We would stop on the corner, playing until one (sic:
leader) thought he had enough. If there had been enough publicity, they
would go on a little further. They would go to various corners once again meet
another band and then buck again.” James MacNeil also remembers these
trucks: “On Sunday, in the early evening you’d find the bands. They’d have a
dance on Monday, (a popular night for dances in New Orleans) but they’d
advertise it on Sunday. The bands would go around and they’d stop on the
‘different’ corners and really blow back sometimes. Two bands would meet on
these trucks. That’s where this tailgate stuff came in.” Edmond Hall also
remembers playing on these trucks. He relates that: “I used to play club
dances on Monday nights. On the Sunday before the boys (in the band) would
get together in a couple of cars and parade the streets advertising their
forthcoming appearance. It was when two bands met on such parades, that
the famous New Orleans battles of music took place. First one band played a
tune, and then the opposing band played the same tune – better.” Like all New
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Orleans old-timers, Hall said “These were the real jam sessions. We were out
to cut the other bands, and we meant it.
Bands had been mobilized from very early times and this mobility was
continued in and around New Orleans. The word ballyhoo was having a band
advertise or "ballyhoo" for a dance. When two bands met another wagon they
would have a "bucking contest."
Early Times

This picture (woodcut by Hans Burgkmair-1526) are from 'The Triumph of
Maximillian I
The use of bands on wagons, to advertise events was a common practice
since early times. Many events used this form of advertising. Below is a unique
practice of a band on mounted horses marching in a parade.

A circus band leading a parade to publicize the circus coming to town.
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Tony Catalano's Band on advertizing truck

Tony's Iowans' - Nine wonderful musicians led by Tony Catalano
playing an after-dark dance every night on one of the Streckfus excursion
steamers, was ballyhooed daily by a few young men driving around the streets
of the boat's current port city in a Model-T truck.
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Below is the famous Sharkey Band ballyhooing.

Sharkey's Band on a tailgate wagon
Below we have a picture of a Civil War Band made up of Saxhorns,
cc1860 riding in a wagon, a frequent occurrence. The Maineville (Ohio)
Saxhorn Band was beautifully outfitted with the latest in upright and bellfront instruments, fancy hats, and a gaily painted bandwagon. The percussion
section, as usual, was prominently situated at the rear of the vehicle. During
the
Civil War these backfire instruments had their bells facing back enabling the
marching troops to hear the music better.

Civil War bandwagon with musicians playing backfire instruments.
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The Mason City, Iowa Band enjoyed the latest in transportation - a
motorized Overland bandwagon. Automobiles transformed small-town
American life and helped change the role of the town bands as well.

World War I saw bands going overseas. This is a photo of a U. S.
Infantry Band in France in 1917 on a flatbed

The Maineville, Ohio Saxhorn Band, C.1860, was beautifully outfitted
with the latest in upright and bell-front instruments, fancy hats, and a gaily
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painted bandwagon. The percussion section, as usual, was prominently
situated at the rear of the vehicle.

A team of horses pull the Plymouth, Michigan bandwagon in 1869. The
ten-member brass band played over-shoulder instruments (backfire) typical
of town bands that doubled as state militia units of the time.

A women's band decorated a simple wagon for use as the bandwagon on
a patriotic holiday.
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Bands with both men and women were rare in 19th century America.
The few mixed groups identified from photographs appear to have been from
very small towns, like Wakefield, Kansas (population about 3000 in 1899) a
full complement of male musicians may not have been available in these small
communities.

The Charlevoix Cigar Company Band had one of the most ornate
bandwagons of its time. Companies gained excellent publicity as well as
worker loyalty through band sponsorship.
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Many bands had their own bandwagon, first pulled by horses and later
motorized. Below is the Eagle Band of Denver, Colorado.

The Mason City Iowa band on a motorized overland bandwagon.
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Members of the Marinetee (Wisconsin) Band playing on an open truck for a
4th of July appearance, ca. 1915

Curtis Mosby's Dixieland Blue Blowers Band playing from a truck
driven float advertising a Charleston contest, presumably August 6, 1923, at
Solomon's Penny Dance hall in downtown Los Angles.
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Siegfried Christensen's New Orleans Brass band in 1912.
This picture was taken in Chattanooga, Tennessee. George Peterson is
seated on the white mule. Angelo Castigiola stands in front of the wagon with
his trombone, next to the legendary Dave Perkins, holding the euphonium.
Third from the right on the wagon is Joe Alexander. The leader stands
holding his cornet, on the front of the wagon behind the mule.

Ballyhooing for their candidate (1964) are Placide Adams, Frog Joseph,
Kid Howard, Louis Cottrell, Jr. and Paul Barbarin.
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The Rex bandwagon in the 1966 Mardi Gras parade featuring the
Crawford's Ferguson Night owls. Visible are Jack Bachman on trumpet and
Paul Crawford on Trombone.
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Sam Dekemel

Buglin Sam on left in wagon with bugle

Buglin Sam of New Orleans advertised with his bugle. He is sitting in the
wagon bugle in hand.
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New Orleans band on band wagon
Other uses for ballyhoo wagons
Times Picayune - March 19, 1878
The music of a brass band being heard in front of the State House, on
Royal Street, the impression prevailed that the General Assembly was
receiving the honor of a serenade. In consequence thereof legislation was
suspended, when several of the members proceeded through the speaker's
room to the balcony, which became instantly crowded with the white and
colored saloons of the State. Their surprise and disgust was great when they
discovered an advertising band wagon filled with musicians, with placards
interspersed, announcing that there would be a fancy masquerade ball at
Exposition hall this evening, to which the members of the General Assembly
were invited to attend.
Times Democrat - October 30, 1882
The meeting today was held in a grove a short distance from town,
where a stand had been erected and a barbecue prepared for the people. The
two brass bands, in their band wagons, appeared on the streets about 11
o'clock, and then followed by an immense crowd, proceeded to escort the
speakers, who were in carriages, to the place of the meeting.
Times Democrat - November 18, 1889 - funeral
The procession was headed by the band wagon draped in black' the
musicians with crape upon their hats and arms.
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The above photo represented the advertising wagon of the Royaline
Medicine Co. Ltd., which attracted so much attention on the streets during
Monday and Tuesday at the Carnival. The music made by this band drew the
attention of the thousands who lined the streets to the unique and conspicuous
sign of Royaline Oil, which appeared on the side of the wagon as shown above.
Thousands of sample bottles of Royaline Oil were thrown from the
wagon among the crowds on the balconies and along the streets. These found
their way into homes in every part of the city, and very many fell into the
hands of visitors from other places. A more striking and effective
advertisement has probably not appeared on the streets of New Orleans. It
indicated not only a spirit of business enterprise, but strong faith the merits of
Royaline Oil., the sale of which is being actively and successfully pushed. It is
sold by druggists for 25 cents.
Weekly Town Talk - July 23, 1898 - parade
The route taken by the paraders must be at least four miles. A Town
Talk representative witnessed the parade from Second Street. First came a
Marshall on horseback, then some prominent colored citizens in carriages,
then the Alexandria Brass Band, riding in a wagon advertising J. N . Ball &
Sons hay.
Weekly Town Talk - July 13, 1907
Next came the Progressive League Orchestra, riding on a big band
wagon belonging to the M. L. Clark & Son Circus. The members were dressed
in their pretty new uniforms and made a pretty showing. The band is
composed of the following members; Prof. C. Grieg, Dan Grieg, Tony
Tamburo, John Lawless, Emmett Nunnerally, Vic. Girard, Rudolph Fitzstum,
A. Patureaui, B. Angelo, B. A. Woods, W. S. Durk, Carey L. O'Brien, E. H,
Fox, T. H. Price and Cantwell Ryan.
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Weekly Town Talk - June 22, 1907 - Emancipation celebration
Chas Peyton then came in line with a delivery wagon of Weil Bros. &
Bauer, decorated. Next came a large band wagon advertising Henry Aaron &
Co. On it was seated the Alexandria string band of which John Mayo is
leader.
Times Picayune - April 9, 1915 - Movie-"Texas"
The parade will start from the Times Picayune office on Monday after
'Texas' has finished his performance. It will be headed by a platoon of
mounted police, followed by "Texas" standing in the tonnuau on Hudson six
fifty-four drive by Mr. Testard. A thick rope will encircle 'Texas.' neck,
stretching beyond to the first wagon, containing Christensen's military band
of fifteen pieces. From the band wagon the rope will reach back to the first of
the nine wagons loaded with girls, and the whole outfit will be pulled around
the business district by the strong men's iron-bound neck.
Louis Armstrong- by Thomas Brothers
During the day, parades circulated through or near an area and so did
advertising wagons, each with a little band. Bands played on advertising
wagons and in parades.
Foster remembered how his own band was looking for a substitute
cornet player to help with the required advertising before a dance at night.
Foster thought of hiring little Louis Armstrong. Eagerly rode along on the
advertising wagon which sopped every few blocks or so to play.
Manuel Manetta taken up by Kid Ory as his victory song after
advertising wagon competition.
When two bands met on the streets, a simple player might step up and
challenge his counterpart in the other band. Apparently it was not unusual for
the bands to play at each other simultaneously, which must have been quite a
cacophonous thrill for everyone. Or they exchanged numbers back and forth
until one band acknowledged defeat by failing to return the musical volley.
Buddy Petit once faked drunkenness and frailty in an attempt to lure in the
competition after the wagons were tied together. He jumped up too join battle
in vigorous sobriety. Oliver instructed Louis to stand up and signal when he
was in an approaching wagon so that Oliver could direct his own band's
wagon off in another direction. Spontaneous battles like these could last as
long as two hours.
Honky tonks and advertising wagons were an important part of the
scene because they provided points of entry into the musical scene. The
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humble institution of the advertising wagon may seem like a quaint, regional
novelty, but many uptown musicians found steady work there. All them little
routine follows would play advertising jobs and they'd live off it said Manuel
Manetta.
Advertising jobs were perfectly suited for a beginner who had a very
small repertory in his bag. A band really only needed to know one or two
tunes that could then be played over and over as the wagon circulated.
A large sign was attached to the side of the wagon, announcing the
furniture sale, boxing match, or whatever was being advertised. Any band
that had a dance gig was required to promote it during the day, so on a busy
dance night many bands were out during the afternoon.
Armstrong once played an advertising job with Bechet, just the two of
them plus a drummer and he got fifty cents. Richard Jones remembered
watching them play, and he remembered the holes in their pants, which,
unlike today were not part of teenage fashion. Sometimes Armstrong
encountered Buddy Petit, who, a few years older, was leading the way for a
new generation of cornet players. "We both would meet on a corner, play our
tune, or a couple of tunes, and we would cut out into different directions and
give a big wave, playing our cornets with admirations of each other's
blowing." he wrote. 'That alone cheered both of us up. All that was required
of most advertising bands was that they attract attention which was
inevitable. Bands typically advertised from one to six o'clock in the afternoon
and then played at a dance from 8 at night until four in the morning - a long
workday by anyone's standards. The public response helped energize the
musicians. The wagons were really the centerpiece of the steady stream of
outdoor music that came from the rag men.
The idea that came from someone's clever attempt to better a rival in a
bucking contest might undergo any number of modifications as it moved
through this sprawling network. From the high Arial view the scene was a
huge indoor-outdoor loop, with some musicians anchored on one end of the
spectrum or the other, some moving up, from outdoors to the better paying
indoor jobs and most aware of what the others were doing.
After the Joe Lindsay band feel apart, Armstrong kept playing honky
tonks and on advertising wagons, gradually expanding his repertory.
Kid Ory claimed that he was the first to rent an advertising wagon
solely for the purpose of promoting his own band, hanging a sign on each side
that read 'New Band in town from LaPlace, La. Woodland band, Kid Ory
manager.' and, as we have seen he took a special interest in advertising-wagon
battles, being the first to use a gas driven truck and routinely adding the
zinger of singing "Kiss My Funky Ass" after victory.
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Louis mentioned while recording "those variations" in this recording
remind me of the days when we played the tail gate (advertising) in New
Orleans.
Interviews about Wagons
Manuel Manetta
Manetta talks about the signs the advertising wagons would bear. He
gives a description of furniture wagons, the type usually used for advertising
with bands. The order of seating in a wagon is discussed. The band on a
wagon would consist of about 7 pieces. The band played only when the wagon
stopped at certain business corners, boys distributing handbills advertising
the dance between stops.
The tale of tying wagons together so that the bands occupying them had
to stay in the bucking contest is not so.
Once while playing an advertising job on a wagon with the Crescent
orchestra for a dance they were to play at the Come Clean Hall in Gretna,
Manetta was offered a job playing violin in the District at a saloon operated
by Mcshire at Marias and Iberville Streets. The Crescent Orchestra was at
8th and Harvard (new name -LaSalle) when Jackson approached him.
Richard Alexis
Saturday afternoons the band played advertising jobs for Economy
Hall, or Cooperators Hall, or the Bulls Club. They would play from a wagon
and sometimes stop at a corner trading numbers for rounds of drinks from
bartenders. Bands often 'bucked' one against another, sometimes the wheels
of the band wagon would be locked together to prevent one band from getting
away. On one corner four or five bands would take turns playing numbers
which were short and the event usually ran to 2 or 3 chorus.
Eddie Johnson played in the same band, advertising with a mule and wagon )
Olympia Band)
Monk Hazel
Hazel mentions that he saw him recently playing on an advertising
wagon.
Frank Christian
Christian often played on advertising wagons, using 7 or 9 pieces.
John St. Cyr
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St. Cyr heard advertising wagons playing on furniture wagons.
'Chinee' Foster
Almost all dances, especially those for colored advertised by bands
playing on wagons.
Albert Francis
Francis tells of advertising wagon bands having contest. He describes
set-up of bands on wagons.
Earl Foster
Jack Carey featured the number (Tiger Rag) when playing on
advertising wagons. Francis played of lot of advertising jobs.
Earl Humphrey
We were on an advertising job on the street one day and found Buddy
Petit's Band in a wagon with "Buddy too drunk to play." We played his band
right off the street. The next Sunday we caught Buddy's wagon again with
Buddy sitting on the floor, and then somebody chained the wheels together.
Buddy jumped up with his horn sober for Buddy. Grinning at the crowd,
Buddy cut us down to size the rest of the afternoon. He wore us out.
Kid Howard
One time Howard played on a wagon to advertise his dance at the
Warwick. Lee Collins, who was working at the Astoria here on Rampart
Street, went to Chicago for some other people. Collins got a truck to advertise.
Both trucks tied up at 47th St. and south parkway, where the Royal Theatre
is, and had a bucking contest. Punch Miller came along and jumped up on the
truck, because it looked as if Percy (Humphrey) was afraid of the people.
Percy Humphrey
Used to get them things (wagons) and tie them together and would go
over by two.
Preston Jackson
Jackson says Kid Rena was going to take advantage of Lee Collins once.
They were in different wagons, advertising, when Rena began playing against
Collins. Louis Armstrong, hiding in Collins wagon, jumped, grabbed the horn,
and joined the battle.
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Jack Laine
Laine says Then I played the advertising of Merry Widows' Ball, and
from Frenchman and Decatur, we jumped again in the wagon and finished
playing the advertising for the "Merry Widows" Ball. Played many
advertising jobs - plenty fights, balls and stuff like that, advertising wagons
for football players games. I've played lots of advertising wagons, plenty of
'em. I'll never forget the day that I played for the John Ruskin Cigar
advertisement on Canal Street. I had a fellow by the name of Fischer with me,
playing clarinet. He, thought it was a kind of a nail or something on the side of
the advertising banner, just ripped his pants all the way down. Played those
advertising all over town, not standing nowhere atoll. Played on corner near
the Wild West show and in the day we'd advertise the show.
A sign on a furniture wagon used for advertising, with a Laine Band
with 9 men playing, advertises a dance at Jackson Hall-Congress & Burgundy
Streets.
Johnny Lala
There were the Imperial, Superior, Olympia, Magnolia and Tuxedo
bands, all colored fellows. They go round on a truck, call it a furniture wagon,
an ole' time furniture wagon. On the wagon they would put sides on there,
with a sign where the dance would be that night. In fact the white bands used
to do the same thing.
Ray Lopez
When the band happened to meet another band on an adv. wagon they
would have a contest.
George Brunies
We used to meet - like Buddy Petit's Band would be advertising a
colored dance. We'd be advertising a dance. we'd meet on the same corner
and we'd challenge each other and they'd pull on a direction we'd go another
direction and play "Get over Dirty" with the instruments, when may be an
hour or so later, we'd meet on another corner.
While playing on a wagon advertising a fight at the Orleans Athletic
Club, the Brown Band was approached by Charlie Mack, of "The Two Black
Crows,'" who told the band he would get them a job in the North.
Joe Darrensbourg - in Baton Rouge
Toot's Johnson ran Ory's Band out of town that day. That's the first
battle of music as I remember. These cutting contests started right there on
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the street to see who was best. One would roll up besides the other one and
they'd start blasting at each other. This band would play a tune then the other
would play.
Toots Johnson (Baton Rouge) was a promoter, too. He'd promote all
these dances, exactly like New Orleans but on a smaller scale. Whenever they
played to ballyhoo a dance they'd usually rent a furniture wagon. Furniture
stores in those days had a flat bed wagon drawn by horses, and they would
put banners on the side telling where the band was doing to play. They'd rent
that wagon for about an hour and the sign would say the dance was being held
at Bernard Hall. Toots and they would start touring town. They'd stop in
front of every saloon, play a tune, and the people would bring some beer out.
It was a regular Dixieland Band, had a piano on it, tailgate trombone,
everything, just like them early bands in New Orleans. Only thing they called
it ragtime then. Needless to say, we kids followed those wagons all over Baton
Rouge to listen to them play. I guess that was the beginning of the second line,
although we didn't call it that at the time.
Archie Martin
Punch played a lot of advertising jobs on wagons then for dances at
various halls around the city.
Batiste Mosley
Mosley played in bands which "bucked" with the band in which the
Brunies brothers played. They would chain together the wheels of the
furniture wagons in which the bands would be riding on advertising jobs.
There was a lot of "bucking" on Sunday when a lot of bands would be
advertising dances. Mostly says the tune "Tailgate Ramble" was named for
the way the trombonist rode the advertising wagons.
Edgar Mosley
Mosley talks of advertising wagons and trucks. Mosley says an old bass
player used to have a wagon which he'd rent for that. Trucks were better,
faster.
Sidney Bechet
Sometimes we'd have what they called in those day "bucking contests,"
that was long before they talked about "cutting contests." One band, it would
come right up in front of the other and play at it and the first band it would
play right back, until finally one band just had to give in, and the one that
didn't give in, all the people, they'd rush up to it and give it drinks and food
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and holler for more, wanting more, not having enough. There just couldn't be
enough for those people back there.
Say you was somebody standing there, a spectator you'd be hearing two
bands maybe advertising for different theatres or a dance or just being out
there. One of them would come up in front to hear and face it, and you'd hear
both of them. There's be the two. And then you'd start noticing onliest the
one, and the other band, it would get away farther and farther until finally
you just didn't hear it at all.
Isaiah Morgan
Morgan tells of playing an advertising truck about tying wagons
together for 'bucking' contests.
S. Mangiapane
He played on some of the trucks when they would advertise dances, etc.
He remembers even playing on a wagon on one or two occasions.
Albert Nichols
Kid Rena and Sharkey, two band leaders, used wagons on Sunday
afternoon to advertise for that night. They would get the people in the
neighborhood to follow them in a second line and would follow the band all
over.
Johnny St Cyr
I can remember about this time, they would use furniture wagons,
drawn by horses, with a band riding on the wagon playing from, say
Claiborne and Dumaine to Rampart and back to Galvez. They would cover a
whole area for example in the Creole section they would make both ends,
covering all the area between. In later years, when using truck to carry the
musicians, they would cover the entire area or whole city. However they did
not advertise from wagons at this time as was the practice some few years
later. Maybe one band only on Saturday. In later years bands would be out in
wagons almost every day of the week.
Louis Nelson
Nelson mentions the practice of advertising dances, etc. by using bands
on wagons or trucks, and says that when Petit & Kid Rena met while
advertising they would have "bucking" contests.
He remembers when Kid Rena and Buddy Petit meet while on an
advertising job they would have "bucking" contests. Kid Rena's brother Joe
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feels that Kid could have bucked Buddy Petit but that he let Buddy out bluff
him. At this time (1920s) in New Orleans nobody but one man could touch Kid
Rena - that was Chris Kelly.
Kelly's ace in the hole was the blues. Chris Kelly, Kid Rena, Buddy
Petit, Sam Morgan and Punch Miller. - They were the kings. Kid Rena let the
others out bluff him many time-but what he could do he could do better than
anybody. Buddy Petit would play around him and using all his rhythmic
tricks would make Rena lose his nerve. Chris Kelly would begin talking with
his plunger mute and Rena would back down.
Kid Ory
I rented me a wagon and made two signs advertising my band. Sign said
"New Band in Town" and I had my phone number head quarters at Conti &
Claiborne. Had the wagon with horses (two) on a furniture wagon. Tailgated I was at the end. What they called a drayage wagon. I had hand cards - threw
away these cards. Stopped at every corner.
Ory's strategy at cutting contests, where jazz bands riding around town
on horse-drawn furniture wagons would meet and compete for the crowd's
approval. Ory found that using a truck in such encounters provided an
advantage, especially when the noise of the engine frightened the opponent's
horses, causing them to buck, which distracted his musical adversaries. With
a motorized wagon, he could also outrun competitors when necessary,
particularly if they were gaining the upper hand.
John C. Pope
We played on wagons, advertised on big trucks. From one corner to
another advertising the dance tonight.
Ike Robinson
Kelly was a good rear street man, especially on advertising jobs. (Bands
usually rode in wagons or trucks). Robinson tells of a meeting between Kelly's
Band, including Robinson, and the band of Kid Rena, on South Roman Street,
the bands had a contest which lasted from two until five P.m. The contest was
apparently a draw.
Herb Morand
No band could touch Kelly on the street. When he'd get his rubber
flusher out and start walling the blues, that was all. He'd run Louis
Armstrong.
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George Lewis
In Crowley, La, the Kelly band met another band and a musical 'battle'
occurred between them. Evan Thomas, the other band leader, and a trumpet
played could outplay Kelly in one sense because of his superior training and
musicianship, but the country audience in Crowley mainly wanted to hear the
blues and in this department Thomas was no match for Kelly, the latter won
the contest with a performance of 'Carless Love Blues' with a plunger mute.
Lawrence Marerro
Marerro tells of seeing bands meeting on corners having music battles
included Buddy Petit, Kid Rena, Chris Kelly and Punch Miller. When more
than two bands met and Chris Kelly and Kid Rena were two of the three, Kid
Rena would signal his good friend Chris to leave as Kelly couldn't take care of
(i.e. overpower) the others, but Rena could.
Maurice Durand
We, the Kelly band, had a ballyhoo advertising job one day and we
happened to meet Kid Rena. I think it was at Bienville and Marais Streets. At
one time, Rena was on his full swing, nobody could touch him in New Orleans
but one man, Chris Kelly, and that Kelly's ace in the hole was the blues. And
the type of people where we were playing, they were crazy about the blues. So
we would back the trucks up back to back and we start to play. And what
happened: A shower of rain came down and to leave first would be declared
the loser. That means you run away. Chris said he don't care if it stormed,
he's not leaving. But the drummer, he passed his drums off the truck because
he didn't want his heads to get wet and get ruined. So we played in the rain
and battled Kid Rena - and Kid Rena left and we all were soaking wet and we
played in the rain. I'll never forget that incident.
Manuel Mello
Remembers an incident about the 5 piece ballyhoo band which played
for a Negro tent show called "Lou Rose's Show." This ballyhoo
band played jazz in such a hot manner that the Negroes didn't even wish to go
inside the tent to see the show.
Eddie Dawson
He participated in the ballyhoo that the bands played from the gallery
on the outside of the place where they would play for the dance.
Steve Loyacano
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The Tom Brown Band, played regularly in New Orleans for the
prizefights. The band would play before, after each round and after the fight.
They played the ballyhoo wagon to promote the fight.
Louis Armstrong
Rena get you on a corner, cut your head with that jazz see. He was
almost one of the best head cutters for that stuff in my time.
Alex Bigard
There might be several advertising wagons out at the same time. When
one of the bands would hear that "Little Turk" (Kid Rena) was around the
corner, they would go the other way, not wanting to compete with his band.
The other bands in advertising wagons would steer clear of 'Little Turk.' They
didn't want to get into any bucking contest with him.
When Rena began playing advertising jobs (an early job was for a show
on Annette Street), horse-drawn furniture wagon were used to carry the
bands. Later, he began working for "Beaney" Fourire & Richer at the
Astoria. What they called the Tic Toc - they used trucks. He talks of positions
of the various instruments on the truck.
Joe Robichaux
Bechet played his first saxophone on an advertising wagon when
working at the Rosebud. Fooled around with the horn on the advertising job.
'Happy' Schilling
Heard advertising bands playing on furniture wagons.
Sbarbaro & Christian
We'd go around in a wagon advertising the fights from corner to
corner. Ballyhoo for 'em. Had signs on wagon. You didn't have too much
newspaper coverage then. Then we had - we used to met the colored bands in
wagons too, advertising the colored fights. So we'd be on this corner, and have
a colored band would be on the corner. That was some of the fun. We'd knock
one out, we get through they'd bust right in, and come right behind us. We
were following each other.
They were advertising colored fights and we were advertising the white
fights. They had big signs on the wagon.
Richard Allen
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I've seen Sbarbaro on the wagon. Remember for Sears two or three
years ago.
Santo Pecora
Pecora was asked how he got the name "Mr. Tailgate." he explains that
he had a club in Baton Rouge which he named the Tailgate Club. Two ladies
came in and asked Pecora what he meant by tailgate. He replied that they
would ballyhoo on a wagon when he was a kid. The trombone player couldn't
get inside the wagon because the drums and other things were there and the
trombone player didn't have room to slide the slide. On the outside of the
wagon there were signs on both sides so there wasn't room to slide. They put
the trombone player on the tailgate so the trombonist had plenty of room to
slide.
He doesn't remember how he got the name ''Mr. Tailgate" since it's
been over forty or fifty years that people have been saying tailgate trombone
player. Pecora says a lot of people around the club ask him where he got his
name "Tailgate" and he explains that you sit on the tailgate when playing
because that's the only place you have room just like the bass player. Pecora
seems to remember he heard someone say that there's the trombone player
who sits on the tailgate. Pecora said it was a hell of a thing because sometimes
you had bad horses that would knock you right out of the wagon. Sometimes
they played when the wagon was moving. They also played on corners and at
barrooms just like you see these colored bands playing on their wagons.
Joe Darensbourg
While playing in Baton Rouge Darensbourg remembers the best was
when those bands used to ballyhoo a dance. Like if they were going to have a
dance that night, they'd be on one of those wagons with horses. Those cats
would stop in front of every saloon and the saloon that give them the most
drinks they would play there the longest. They'd bring out the drinkers.
Joe recalls the times Toots Johnson would advertise. One time he was
ballyhooing for a dance and ran into the Tulane Marching Band.
I'll try to give you an idea of just how good Toot's band was. Whenever
LSU played Tulane University, Tulane would bring their big marching band
with them. They were the inter-sectional rivals. LSU would have their band
too and they'd have a big rally downtown. Somebody set up Toot's Band this
one time to advertise some kind of dance. When LSU got through playing
people would be there watching old Toots, and sometimes he'd break in there
and just start playing. When he did that, the people would leave the LSU and
Tulane bands just stood there playing and go over and listen to Toots.
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There was always a great rivalry between the musicians of Baton Rouge
and New Orleans. New Orleans is a big city and its people would try to look
down on us small-town guys, call us country folks. When the top bands came
up Toots would be ready for them. I remember when Kid Ory used to bring
his band to town to play in a place called Bernard Hall. Toots would be
waiting for him outside the saloon next to Jim Bernard's restaurant, and while
Ory's men were in the saloon Toots figured to slip his wagon in there. They
had a guy who used to 'lock the wheels,' and he took a big heavy chain, drown
the wagon on right alongside and locked the two wagons together. The idea
was whoever you were playing against, if they figured they couldn't outplay
you they would light out and run away, so when Ory came out he couldn't
leave because them wheels were locked. All hell would break loose. Old Tram,
that's Toot's trombonist, he hated Ory and Ory hated tram, so they'd just
hook up there and fight. Tram use to call Ory "that goddammed yeller
sonofabith." I think Ory had worked for Toots one time and I know that he
had taken one of Tram's gals, so that's why they were rivals there. As
trombone players, they were about equal.
Buddy Petit and Art Green was playing for toots that day, along with
Tram, and a club-footed piano player named Lawrence Martin. He was good,
and they had a guy named Booster on drums. He used to sing and do all those
funny things on the drums. He had things he'd blow into, and whistles, all that
stuff. Those guys could wail, and that day Ory couldn't leave because those
wheels was locked. I know Ed Garland was with Ory and it could have been
Johnny Dodds, or King Oliver there, too. The result was, Toots run Ory's
band out of town that day. That's the first battle of music as I remember.
These cutting contests started right there on the street, to see who was best.
One would roll up besides the other one and they'd start blasting at each
other. This band would play a tune then the other would play.
Toots Johnson was a promoter, too. He'd promote all these dances,
exactly like New Orleans but on a smaller scale. Whenever they played to
ballyhoo a dance they'd usually rent a furniture wagon. Furniture stores in
those days had a flat bed wagon drawn by horses, and they would put banners
on the side telling where the band was going to play. They'd rent that wagon
for about an hour and the sign would say the dance was being held at Bernard
Hall. Toots and them would start touring town. They stop in front of every
saloon, play a tune, and the people would bring some beer out. It was a
regular Dixieland band, had a piano on it, tailgate trombone, everything, just
like then early bands in New Orleans. Only thing they called it ragtime them.
Needless to say, we kids followed those wagons all over Baton Rouge to listen
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to them play. I guess that was the beginning of the second line, although we
didn't call it that at the time.
Summery
Both Negro and white bands played advertising jobs, thus giving each
other exposing to each other's music. Horse drawn wagon and latter trucks
were used and with trucks they could cover more streets. Expose to each
other's music was also possible in the many camps on the shores of Lake
Pontchartrain, thus exchanging repertoires and styles and ideas in music. This
brought the Negro and white bands music to the general population of New
Orleans giving the citizens the chance to hear bands on the streets of the city
and not just for an activity that the bands were advertising. Remember there
was, at this time, segregation.
Word "Jazz"
There is much speculation on the origin of the word "Jazz." Scholars
have said that the word came from foreign countries with examples of words
that are close in letters to the word "Jazz." It is said that the word "Jazz" was
used first in music in Chicago around 1916 as a noun. Before its adaption in
Chicago it was used extensively around San Francisco as an adjective -"the
old jazz." It was used as a slang adjective that had many meanings and was
very adapted to many situations and descriptions.
Some say the word came from: Africa, France, Arabic countries, from a
perfume used by the prostitutes in Storyville and the name Jezebel, from
baseball and vaudeville slang.
I was asked to write a definition of Jazz for the New Orleans jazz
Museum by Don Marquis. He had remarked that many people had asked to
be given this chore but he was not pleased with some of them. I was flattered
but chose to, instead of m own definition to use a quote by George Gershwin
which appears in the panel "What is jazz" that I worked on. The quote by
Gershwin:
"Jazz I regard as an American folk music: not the only one but a very
powerful one which is probably in the blood and feeling of the American
people more than any other style."
The word 'Jazz' - of baseball origin?
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When asked a question about the origin of the word "jazz" the works of
Gerald Cohen are cited relating to his research on the word's origin.
"All the false trails of nicknames slaves to an early Negro playing jazz
(Jasbo), to a French perfume, to Africa words of the Mandingo Tribe, Cohen
found reference of the word in the San Francisco Bulletin on March, 1913 in
an article by E. T. 'Scoop' Gleason and in an isolated example appearing in
the Los Angeles Times, both in a baseball context. The word was used in
reference to an intangible quality possessed by baseball players described it's
'meaning as 'vigor,' energy, effervescence of spirit, etc.-jazz."
The earliest found examples to the word "jazz" appeared in the sport
section of a number of West Coast newspapers about the Pacific Coast
League. An article was found by New York University librarian George A.
Thompson, Jr. from the Los Angeles Times of April 2, 1912. This article is
about pitcher Ben Henderson of the Portland Beavers Baseball Club:
Ben's Jazz Curve: "I got a new curve this year," softly murmured
Henderson yesterday, and I'm goin' to pitch one or two of them tomorrow. I
call it the "jazz ball" because it wobbles (probably a knuckle ball) and you
simply can't do anything with it. As prize fighters, who invented new
punches, are always the first to get theirs. Ben will probably be lucky if some
guy doesn't hit that new jazzer ball a mile today. It is to be hoped that some
unintelligent compositor does not spell that the jag ball. That's what it must
be at that if it wobbles.' (April 2, 1912)
In the March 3, 1913 Gleeson used the term in a derogatory way and
the mentioning seemed to be used about ball player George Clifford McCarl:
'McCarl has been heralded all along the line a "busher," but now it develops
that this dope is very much to the "jazz."
Gleason, in a later article stated:
'Everybody has come back to the old town full of the "old jazz" and
they promise to knock the fans off their feet with their playing. What is the
"jazz?" why, it's a little of that "old life" the "gin-i-ker," the "pep" otherwise
known as the enthusiasm. A grain of ''jazz" and you feel like going out and
eating your way through Twin Peaks. It's that spirit which makes ordinary
ball players step around like Lajoies and Cobb.' During this time the word
"ragtime" was also used as adjectives of excitable and ebullient spirit.
It is noteworthy that in the bulletin of April 5, 1913, in an article by
Ernest J. Hopkins entitled "In Praise of Jazz," a futurist word which has just
joined the language. 'This article spells the word both as Jaz and Jazz. We
read:
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"Jazz" can be defined, but it cannot be synonymized. If there were
another word that exactly expressed the meaning Jazz would never have been
born. A new word, like a new muscle, only comes into being when it has long
been needed. This remarkable and satisfactory-sounding word, however,
means something like life, vigor, energy, effervescence of spirit, joy, pop,
magnetism, verve, virility, ebullience, courage, happiness-oho, what's the use?
'Jazz.'
Many times new slang words are used by the young in our society,
especially those in colleges. In the Berkeley Daily Californian and the Daily
Palo Alto, we find the term 'jazz.' This was about the years 1915-1917. It was
also used at Stanford University about the year 1917-1918. The President of
Stanford is said to have used the word frequently and at one time it was
thought that he had originated the word.
Some trace the word "jazz" to 1860 in the Historical Dictionary of
American Slang using the spelling "jaz" which seems to be the verb form
instead of the noun usage.
Before this current research it was thought that it was an African word,
a French word and most recent a derivation from an Irish word 'teas,' which
is pronounced "chass" meaning "heat."
Gleason had heard it first from Spike Slattery at a training camp for the
San Francisco Seals. He gives credit to Art Hickman, the famous and popular
San Francisco band leader who played some music at the training camp and
described there as "jazz." In the following years the term spread to Chicago
and in New Orleans in about 1917. The word seems to also have been used in
crap games during the training camp. Gleason said, "When a player rolled
the dice he calls 'come on, the old jazz." It seems that they were using the
word as an incantation, a call to lady Luck to smile on them.
The Irish pronunciation of their word "teas" is "jazz" and means
"heat." The word jazz is mentioned 40 times in the San Francisco
newspapers. In the L. A. Times on April 2, 1912 we see the phrase "Ben's Jazz
curve," meaning Ben's curve was really a hot pitch.
Vet Boswell:
Vet remembers that musicians assumed that the word "Jass" or "Jazz"
was too improper to be printed in newspapers so they looked in a dictionary
for similar words like ''jade."
In the issue of the Bulletin of March 6 1913. Gleason used jazz
extensively in a longer article in which he explained the term's meaning,
which had now turned from negative to positive connotations:
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"Everybody has come back to the old town full of the old "Jazz" and
they promise to knock the fans off their feet with their playing."
We read in the March 8, 1913 Bulletin that: "The San Francisco Seals
Baseball team kept their jazz in a can. Spence the catcher gripped the old ball
around the infield. He opened a can of "jazz" at the top of the gong. Henley
the pitcher put a little more of the old "jazz" on the pill."
Scoop Gleason wrote this poem for the May 1, 1913 Bulletin:
'The old wolf sat in the clubhouse door
Hooping that his team might score
The game rolled on, but he would not go
Because he loved those umpires so,
Help! The old 'jazz' is out again.'
In an article in the Call-Bulletin of Sept. 3, 1938, said that Gleason got
the word from sports editor William "Spike" Slattery when the two were at
Boyes Springs. Slattery said that he had heard the word when he was in a
craps game. He stated: "Whenever one of the players rolled the dice he would
shout 'come on, the old jazz."
In these series of articles "Scoop" Gleason in the San Francisco Bulletin
brought an influence in the use of the word "Jazz." These articles were
written in Boyes Springs, California at the Seals training camp. The earliest
reference was on March 3, 1913.
The word Jazz is also found to be in vaudeville. In the show biz
magazine Variety on Feb. 27, 1914 on page 41 we find an advertisement for
his act and the word jazz is in his text.
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The first commercial use was during the beginning of the jazz era in
Chicago. In Chicago Bert Kelly's used the word to describe the new style
music of the bands playing around the town. In Variety on Oct. 2, 1917 Kelly
said that he began using 'the Far West slang word 'jazz' in 1914.
Until earlier examples and not theories or similar spelling of words, the
use of the term 'jazz' is an adjective used on the West Coast by early ball
players.
Daily Republican - June 7, 1913
Now, out in San Francisco, the most popular word is "the old jazz." It
means anything you may happen to want it to.
Duluth News-Tribune June 22, 1913 we read:
"Take Frisco, the great slang factory of this broad land. Out there they
ask you, "Are you Jerry to the old Jazz?" Whatever you are supposed to be
"hep" to, Jazz stand for whatever you want it to."
In San Francisco "Jazz" was a most popular word to use as an adjective
- as in 'the old jazz.' It means anything you may happen to want it to.
The word was used in vaudeville, prize fights and baseball. In a
vaudeville way it was used as an adjective for 'peppy' and to have "ginger."
'It's been many a day since fun was produced as freely as last night.
There wasn't any plot to follow, there were no near-comedians; all were
headliners. And the chorus, they must have put the "J" in "Jazz," for they
teemed with pepper and ginger. It's some show! was the verdict when the last
curtain dropped.
Seattle Daily Times-- June 26, 1913
It was also used in the courts of the country. We find an article stating:
'Mr. A. J. Howlett stood up before Police Judge John B. Gordon today to
explain why he put the 'jazz' on Chas.' \
St. Alban's Messenger - November 13, 1913
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Faily have gone to St. Albans to 'jazz' the winter
with their daughter, Mrs. Currier.
Seattle Daily Times - November 26, 1913
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Justice Brown put the "jazz" on him for 6 months in the County
stockade.
Seattle Daily Time November 29, 1913
Joe's derisive triumph changed to deep woe when acting Police Judge J.
Y. C. Kellogg put the jazz on Joey for one whole sawbuck.
San Francisco Chronicle - March 7, 1914
The Yannigans are to oppose the Soliri's Boys Spring "Jazz" boys
Sunday at Parromore Park (Baseball game)
San Jose Mercury News - February 28, 1915
The possibilities of play ball in California during the fair has saturated
Bobby with an additional amount of the "old jazz."
It was used to describe the energy used in a football game. In 1916 the word
"Jazz" was used to describe a prize fight:
Oakland Tribune - Oct. 29, 1915)
The College of Pacific and St. Ignatius College teams meet tomorrow in
the big game of the year for both institutions, at the St. Ignatius stadium The
Saints held a rally last night where plenty of "Jazz" was shown.
Denver Post - Feb. 1, 1916
'Stanley Yoakum says: "I thought Saylor would be up on his toes,
fighting like Dundee did, so I could show the spectators some fine stuff in the
boxing line. But Saylor hugged and stood flatfooted and I could not make a
good fight of it.' After reading it we offered a reward to the fellow who passed
the 'jazz' prong to Stanley."
It was used to describe activity in a baseball game:
'When Rudolph hadn't yet settled down and got his control, the boys
behind him started that old confidence "jazz a goin" and Rudolph waded
right through the Alpines as though they were a mere lot of school boys.
In a vaudeville routine we read:
"In the stead of the run of hokum and jazz to the layman "slapstick."
Riverside independent Enterprise - September 2, 1915 - Expressive new word"Jasm."
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New words are born quite often. Some of them do not live very long.
Here is a new one and it was first used the other day by the president of one of
the large universities of the country. The student publication in its comments
upon the new word says:
"Now that the delegates to the Association of American universities
have concluded their sessions, they are pondering over one of the products of
a recent university meeting. It is the circulation of a word of sonorous sound
and unknown origin -" jazz"
It was first heard at the university meeting, when the president used it
in introducing a visiting educator. It was defined as 'that energy by which a
buzz saw bites through a keg of nails.' In other words, it is a twin to such
words as "jazz" and "pep"
While the educators can find no origin for the word, the athletes have
already added it to their vocabulary, and Saturday the football squads were
asked to show "jasm."
Oakland Tribune - July 8, 1917
'Music and literature are the two arts most susceptible to feverish
epidemics because they come most closely in contact with the mass of the
people. The price of their relative popularity is paid in aesthetic pains of
intermittent severity. They suffer the pangs of fads and fancies more
frequently and for longer periods.
While the age of ragtime still shivers through the musical veins of
America, a new disease is making its symptoms apparent. It is a particularly
spasmodic form of cholera known as "Jazz" among its victims. Like most
American slang words, "Jazz" may be used as a noun, adjective or verb. One
may put jazz into a rendition of Dvorak's "Humoresque." There are jazz
bands and the ability to jazz is a prime recommendation for one seeking
employment in a cafe orchestra.
The best analysis of Jazz which I have noted is contained in the
following paragraphs from an article in the Kansas City Star:
"Jazz is the effort of a Jazz Band or a Jazz Orchestra. It is a riotous
blare of sound, a slam-bang, knock 'em-down-and drag--'em out confusion of
noises emanating from musical instruments in the hands of persons who
probably seek retreat in a busy boiler factory when they are in search of peace
and solitude. The instruments work one against the other in frantic endeavor
to excel in insulting the ear that has been accustomed to harmless, modest
ragtime. Jazz is a brazen, screaming, screeching confusion of whang-banging;
tin-panning, combined with despairing moans and groans from a saxophone.
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Any ordinary ragtime piece can be Jazzed. Of course, one might not be
able to recognize the piece during and after the rendition, but it can be done.
Occasionally there is some perverted reference to the air, but it requires a
quick and steady ear to catch it. It doesn't matter. Nothing matters in Jazz.
The sky is the limit.
A Jazz Band consists of five pieces-drums, saxophone, banjo, piano and
trombone. A Jazz Orchestra may substitute a cornet for the banjo, but the
line between the band and orchestra is so fine that it requires an expert to
detect it, and even he is never sure. The bulk of the work falls to the drummer
and the saxophone player. The saxophone runs wild and does things that
cannot be written in music. The wilder it runs the better. If the player should
become completely insane, instead of only partly, he would be considered a
genius. With the drummer recourse is had to many devices-wash boilers,
skillets, cow bells, tin pans, and empty cigar boxes-anything that will give out
noise when beaten. He also works ad lib. In such company the other musicians
could not be expected to stick to the score, so they wander off on independent
excursions of their own in different directions, each trying to drown his form
knowledge of music in instrumental dissipation.
The fascination of Jazz music lies in its wild barbarity. When the ear
and the disposition have been satiated with music, as it was known up to and
including the Hawaiian era, the Jazz supplies one more thrill, and perhaps the
last.
But, after all, the foregoing is no description at all. It must be heard to
be understood. Underlying it all there may be some system or basis for it, but
the true motif is so elusive that, to date, no one has presented it in a definite
manner. "
Oakland Tribune - July 8, 1917
Music and literature are the two arts most susceptible to feverish
epidemics because they come most closely in contact with the mass of the
people. The price of their relative popularity is paid in aesthetic pains of
intermittent severity. They suffer the pangs of fads and fancies more
frequently and for longer periods.
While the age of ragtime still shivers through the musical veins of
America, a new disease is making its symptoms apparent. It is a particularly
spasmodic form of cholera known as "Jazz" among its victims. Like most
American slang words, "jazz" may be used as a noun, adjective or verb. One
may put jazz into a rendition of Dvorak's "Humoresque."
Cayton's Weekly of Sept. 1, 1917 in Seattle, Wash
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'A strange word has gained wide-spread use in the ranks of our
producers of popular music. It is "Jazz," used mainly as an adjective
descriptive of a band. The groups that play for dancing, when colored, seem
infected with the virus that they try to instill as a stimulus in others. They
shake and jump and writhe in ways to suggest a return of the medieval
jumping mania. The word, according to Walter Kingsley, famous in the ranks
of vaudeville, is variously spelled jas, jass, jaz, and jasez, and is African in
origin. Lafcadio Hearn, we are told, found the word in the Creole patois and
idiom of New Orleans and reported that it meant "speeding up things." The
Creoles had taken it from the blacks, and "applied it to music of a
rudimentary syncopated type." In the New York Sun, Mr. Kingsley rehearses
many of the curious facts and customs associated with the word:
"In the old plantation days, when the slaves were having one of their
rare holidays and the fun languished, some-West Coast African would cry out,
"Jaz her up," and this would be the one for fast and furious fun. No doubt the
witch-doctors and medicine-men on the Kongo used the same term at those
jungle 'parties' when the tom toms throbbed and the sturdy warriors gave
their pep an added kick with rich brews of Yohimbin bark-that precious
product of the ameruns. Curiously enough the phrase "Jaz her up" is a
common one today in vaudeville act needs ginger the cry from the advisers in
the wings is "put in the jaz," meaning add low comedy, go to high speed and
accelerate the comedy spark. "Jasbo" is a form of the word common in the
varieties, meaning the same as "hokum'' or low comedy verging on vulgarity.
Jazz music is the delirium tremens of syncopation. It is strict rhythm
without melody. Today the jazz bands take popular tunes and rag them to
death to make jazz. Beats are added as often as the delicacy of the player's ear
will permit. In one-two time a third beat is interpolated. There are many half
notes or less and many long-drawn, wavering tones. It is an attempt to
reproduce the marvelous syncopation of the African jungle."
Contribution is drawn from Prof. Wm. Morrison Patterson's
'pioneering experimental investigation of the individual difference in the sense
of rhythm;' Thus:
"The music of contemporary savages taunts us with a lost art of
rhythm. Modern sophistication has inhibited many native instincts, and the
mere fact that our conventional dignity usually forbids us to sway our bodies
or to tap our feet when we hear effective music has deprived us of unsuspected
pleasures.' Professor Patterson goes on to say that the ear keenly sensible of
these wild rhythms has "rhythmic aggressiveness". Therefore of all moderns
the jazz musicians and their auditors have the most rhythmic aggressiveness,
for jazz is based on the savage musician's wonderful gift for progressive
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retarding and acceleration guided by his sense of "swing.' He finds
syncopation easy and pleasant. He plays to an inner series of time-beats
joyfully 'elastic" because not necessarily trouped in succession of twos and
threes. The highly gifted jazz artist can beat away with five beats where there
were but two before. Of course, besides the thirty-seconds scored for the
tympani in some of the modern Russian music, this doesn't seem so intricate,
but just try to beat in between beats on your kettle-drum and make rhythm
and you will think better of it. To be highbrow and quote Professor once
more:
'With these elastic unitary pulses any haphazard series by means of
syncopation can be readily, because instinctively coordinated. The result is
that a rhythmic tune compounded of time and stress and pitchy relations is
created, the chief characteristic of which is likely to be complicated
syncopation. An arabesque of accentual differences, group-forming in their
nature, is superimposed upon the fundamental time divisions."
There is jazz precisely defined as a result of months of laboratory
experiment in drum-beating and syncopation. The laws that govern jazz rule
in the rhythms of great original prose, verse that sings itself, and opera of
ultra modernity. Imagine Walter Pater, Swinburne, and Borodin swaying to
the same pulses that rule the moonlit music on the banks of African rivers.
For years we are told, jazz has ruled in the underworld resorts of New
Orleans. It has emancipated itself in part from its original surroundings.
There in those wonderful refuges of basic folk-lore and primeval
passion wild men and wild women have danced to jazz for gladsome
generations. Ragtime and the new dances came from there, and long after jazz
crept slowly up the Mississippi from resort to resort until it landed in South
Chicago at Freiburg's, whither it had been preceded by the various stanzas of
'Must I Hesitate?' "The Blues,'' "Frankie and Johnny," and other classics of
the levee underworld that stir the savage in us with a pleasant tickle.
Freiburg's is an institution in Chicago. If you 'go south you must visit that
resort.
Now let me tell you when jazz music was first heard on the Great White
way. I forgot to tell you that have flourished for hundreds of years in Cuba
and Haiti, and, of course, New Orleans derived it from there. Now when the
Dollys' danced their way across Cuba some years ago they now and again
struck a band which played a teasing, forte strain that spurred their lithe
young limbs into an ecstasy of action and stimulated the paprika strain in
their blood until the danced like maenads of the decadence. They returned to
New York, and a long time later they were booked on the New Amsterdam
roof for the 'Midnight Frolic," and Flo said:
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"Haven't you something new?"My Kingdom for a novelty." And Rosie
and Jenny piped up and said that in Cuba there was a funny music that they
weren't musicians enough to describe for orchestration, but that it put little
dancing devils in their legs, made their bodies swing and sway, set their lips to
humming and their fingers to snapping. Composes were called in not one
knew what the girls were talking about some laughed at this "daffy-dinge
music," Flo Ziegfeld, being a man of resource and direct action, sent to Cuba,
had one of the bands rounded up, got the Victor people to make records for
him, and the "Frolic" opened with the Dollys' dancing to a phonograph
record. Do you remember? Of course you do. That was canned jazz, but you
didn't know it then. First time on Broadway, my dear, My own personal idea
of jazz and its origin is told in this stanza by Vachel Lindsay:
Fat black bucks in a wine-barred room,
Barrel house kings with feet unstable,
Sagged and reeled and pounded on the table,
Pounded on the table;
Hard as they were able,
Boom, boom, Boom
with a silk umbrella and the handle of a broom,
Boomlay, boomlay, boomly, Boom.
Lindsay is then transported to the Konga and its feats and revels and he
hears, as I have actually heard, a 'thigh-bone beating on a tin-pan gong.'
Mumbo Jumbo is the god of jazz; be careful how you write of jazz, else
he will hoodoo you.
I add to this the opinion of a high-brow composer on jazz. He is a great
technical master of music and does not want his name used. He hates jazz.
Jazz differs from other music, as it wants to appeal to the eye as much
as to the ear.
The dancing is done simultaneously with performing music. either the
violinist, trombone or saxophone player will dance (contortional) while
playing.
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Acrobatics are performed with the instruments themselves, as, for
example, the violinist throwing the bow and catching it to the tune or rhythm
the music.
Also in 1917 the word was spelled "Jazz."
Evening Star - Dec. 19, 1917
A real Dixie Jazz Band. The Beldorf Theatre will certainly present a
distinct novelty Monday when Uncle Tom's Cabin is shown. Together with
this wonderful production a Real Dixie Jazz band composed entirely of
Pickaninnies will render a variety of patriotic and Jazz numbers.
Another definition appears in the article "Why Jazz sends us back to
the Jungle."
Current Opinion Sept. 1918
"The word is African in origin. It is common on the Gold Coast of
Africa and in the hinterland of Cape Coast Castle."
In the April 26, 1919 issue of the Literary Digest Stale Bread's sadness
gave "jazz' to the world" we find the story of the first use of the phrase "jazz
band."
'The phrase "jazz" band was first used by Bert Kelly in Chicago in the
fall of 1915, and was unknown in New Orleans. In March, 1916 the first New
Orleans band of cornet, clarinet, trombone, drums and piano arrived in
Chicago to play in Lamb's Cafe. It was called "Brown's Band from Dixieland.
The band was brought from New Orleans on recommendation of
Frisco, who was then dancing in Lamb's Cafe. (Note: They did not use the
"jazz band.") The band consisted of Tom Brown-trombone, Raymond Lopezcornet, Gus Mueller-clarinet, and William Lambert-drums.
This was the first and by far the best band that ever came from New
Orleans. Gus Mueller, clarinet player, joined Kelly in the spring of 1916 and
was placed at White City, Chicago, with the following combination: Gus
Mueller-clarinet, C. O. Brush-banjo, Fred Miller-saxophone, Jack O'Neilpiano and Fred Oxenius-drums. At this time Harry James meteoric career as
a cafe manager was starting and he was in charge of the Boosters' Club in the
Hotel Morrison, Chicago, and had a ladies orchestra playing for his dancing.
Kelly approached him with a proposition to furnish him with better
music. James agreed, raised his prices, and printed cards for his tables
reading 'On account of the big expense of hiring Bert Kelly's Jazz Band for
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the entertainment of our patrons, it has been necessary to raise the prices as
follows.' etc.
This was in the fall of 1916, and the band from White City was the first
band ever to be advertised as a 'jazz' band. It was a big success, and in the
spring of 1917 James sent to New Orleans for the original Dixieland Jazz
Band and insisted upon their using the words 'Jazz Band.' This was in 1917
and the ODJB was the first New Orleans band to use the term, while Bert
Kelly used it in 1915. Bert Kelly had about 20 orchestras known as Bert
Kelly's Jazz bands, and when the Dixieland band arrived they adopted their
name of ODJB.
The famous early band leader James Reese Europe in "A Negro
Explains Jazz" that appeared in the believed the name "jazz band" came
from "Mr. Razz" who led a band in New Orleans. Mr. Europe states in the
Literary digest:
Literary Digest - April 26, 1919
'He believe that the term "jazz" originated with a band of four pieces
which was found about fifteen years ago in New Orleans (1914), and which
was known as "Razz's Band." This band was of truly extraordinary
composition. It consisted of a barytone horn, a trombone, a cornet, and an
instrument made out of the chinaberry tree. This instrument is something like
a clarinet, and is made by the Southern Negroes themselves. Strange to say, it
can be used only while the sap is in the wood, and after a few weeks use has to
be thrown away. It produces a beautiful sound and is worthy of inclusion in
any band or orchestra. I myself intend to employ it soon in my band. The
four musicians of Razz's Band had no idea at all of what they were playing
they improvised as they went along, but such was their innate sense of rhythm
that they produced something which was very taking. From the small cafes of
New Orleans they graduated to the St. Charles Hotel, and after a time to the
Winter Gardens in New York, where they appeared, however, for only few
days, the individual musicians being grabbed up by various orchestras in the
city. Somehow in the passage of time, Razz's Band got changed into "Jazz
Band," and from this corruption arose the term "jazz."
Gilbert Seldes, in the July 1924 issue of Dial stated: "The word jazz is already
so complicated that it ought not to be subjected to any new definition, and the
thing itself so familiar that it is useless to read new meanings into it."
In the Houston Post of April 27, 1919 we read:
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'In this day of jazz, jazz, jazz, it will probably be of a little interest to
know something of the original of this somewhat too popular form of what the
dancing public calls popular music, but which is only a series of shrieks,
moans and crashing brasses.
'It seems that the term "jazz" originated about 15 years ago (1904) in
New Orleans with a band of four pieces played by southern Negroes, which
was called "Razz's Band," after the leader.
This band was of truly extraordinary composition. It consisted of a
baritone horn, a trombone, a cornet and an instrument which was made out of
the chinaberry tree, and could be used only while the sap was in it. It was
something like a clarinet, and was made by the southern Negro himself, and
when played gave forth a beautiful weird sound that was thoroughly unlike
the; hoarse noises of the present day jazz.
The four musicians of "Razz's Band" improvised as they went along,
the melody and harmony of this quartet instantly winning success. From the
smaller cafes in New Orleans they were soon playing in the St. Charles Hotel
and a little later at the Winter Garden in New York however, for only a short
time, as their members were soon gobbled up by the other bands in the
greatest place in the world for that something new and different.
Somehow, in the passage of time, "Razz's Band" got changed into jazz
band, and from this corruption rose the term "jazz," which seems to be
forming in favor with our young people to a really alarming degree.
A far out origin of the word jazz is given in the Corvallis Gazette-Times
of May 7, 1919:
"The Oregonian is conducting a philological investigation to locate the
origin of the word jazz. The Oregonian need not look any further. It comes
from Corvallis and is derived from the name of one Jazz Kerr, a man of
limitless pep and enthusiasm and hence the term is applied to certain music, et
cetera."
James "Nick" LaRocca, manager of the Original Dixieland Jazz Band,
writes as follows regarding the origin of jazz music:
'The word jazz is of Northern origin. We had never before heard this
word used in New Orleans until after we started working at the boosters club
in Chicago in 1914. After finishing playing a dance a couple upon the dance
floor kept on calling for jazz, the manager of the club hearing them, thinking
the idea or name good for our band, thereupon billing up the next day as such.
We later came to find out this word was used in the theatrical profession
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meaning pep and that we were adding to the music never before heard outside
of New Orleans by any other band than the Dixieland Band."
Vincent Lopez traced the history of the word "jazz:"
"I have been a long time making a study of the word "jazz" and of the
kind of music which it represents. The origin of the colloquial word "jazz" is
shrouded in mystery. The story of its beginning that is most frequently told
and most generally believed among musicians has to do with a corruption of
the name "Charles." In Vicksburg, Miss. during the period when ragtime was
at the height of its popularity and "blues" were gaining favor there was a
colored drummer of rather unique ability named "Chas. Washington." As is
very common custom in certain parts of the South, he was called "Chaz,"
Chaz" could not read music but he had a gift of "faking" and a marvelous
sense of syncopated rhythm. It was a practice to repeat the trio or chorus of
popular numbers and because of the catchiness of Chaz's drumming he was
called on to do his beat on the repeats. At the end of the first chorus the leader
would say: "Now Chaz!"
In an article entitled "Jazz Jargon" in the April 1932 issue of American
Speech James D. Hart gives a paragraph on the origin of the word jazz:
"Most interesting of all is the word 'jazz,' which, though relatively new,
is not only known throughout our land but is also a common word in every
civilized corner at the globe. The origin of the word is clouded in obscurity; no
really satisfactory explanation has been advanced. It was not until about 1915
that the word came into its present widespread use, superseding "ragtime."
One etymology derives it from one Jasbo Brown, noted Negro musicians of
Chicago, who could be cheered on to new syncopated effort by the cry:
"More, Jasbo, more, jaz. more." Several other "jas," "chas," and other jazz
musicians with similar names contribute divergent strains to this explanation.
Another explanation is based upon the fact that one Razz' Band was one of
the earliest to play pieces in a jazzy manner, and asserts that, in some
unknown manner, "Razz" transformed itself into "jazz." Another
explanation arises from the French word "jaser" a current word in the south,
the garden spot of red-hot music. Jaser means prattle, an animated discussion
with many speaking at the same moment. Schwerke suggest that 'the carefree
go-along-as-you-will' conversation had a close parallel to the hot melodic
entertainment, and hence the word "jaser" was appropriated as a name.
LaFeadio Hearn, an excellent linguist and careful critic maintained that the
word "Jaser" meant "to speed things up" If so, its present usage is
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understandable. Henry Osgood Osborne suggests that as the music owes much
to Africa we may do well to search there for its etymological origin, especially
as it has no relations, not even third cousins, in the English language. He finds
that in Africa the word is variously spelled- jas, jass, jascz, and jaz, jazz-and
that it may be an onomatopoetic word. He has given careful attention to this
study and it seems probable that his explanation is the best.
Lebannon Daily News - November 14, 1934
If one accepts the African source as correct, it may do no harm to point
out that in Arabic "Jaz" is vitriol that one who allures or attracts is "jazib,"
and by extension, "Jazibiyah." means "charm, grace, beauty, loveliness; also,
power of attraction." Now, in view of the fact that the Arabs have always been
known as great slave traders, is it not within the bounds of possibility that the
term which is now labeled as Creole ought to be labeled Arabic.
H. Brook Webb, in his article "The Slang of Jazz" in the Oct. 1937 issue of
American Speech wrote:
The origin of no term is more obscure than that of "jazz." To my
knowledge the earliest reference to the word was in 1912 by Lafacaio Hearn,
it is certainly earlier than that, wrote Mr. Hearn. The Creoles of New Orleans
use the word "jazz," taken from the Negro patios and signifying "to excite,"
to designate a music of syncopated and rudimentary type.' Mr. Paul
Whiteman, in a communication to "Letters' magazine," relates the origin of
the term to a bandleader named "Jasbo" Brown in 1915. Mr. Brown himself
claims that the was a vulgar one applied by jealous rivals to his band in
Chicago in 1914. I imagine that Mr. Brown's nickname was secondary.' Mr.
Preston Jackson, Negro trombonist of note, says that the "Creole Jazz Band"
was in New Orleans in 1911. Almost as early as that was the 'Original
Dixieland Jass Band' which was the first of the lot to have the name printed
on a phonograph record-1917. The consensus of opinion among those students
to whom I have talked is about as follows: The word "jazz" was a verb of the
Negro patois meaning 'to excite' with an erotic and rhythmic connotation.
Later becoming pronounced "jazz," it was used attributively to describe
bands, which by the intensity of their rhythm produced excitement. In the
Negroes this feeling verges upon the orgiastic to produce the same effect in
white the further stimulation of alcohol is needed.'
"Jazz"' in Jazz books and Magazines
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Jazz Record book by Smith, Rogers and Russell:
This word is a corruption of the Elizabethan "jazz" which had survived
in the vernacular of the bawdy-houses.
Story of Jazz by Marshall Stearns:
The word "jass'"-later "jazz"-turned up first in Chicago in the middle
teens with an unprintable meaning. On the evening of January 26 of that year
the Original Dixieland Jazz Band made its debut in New York at
Reisenweber's Cabaret on Columbus Circle. This band consisted of five white
pioneers, fresh from the Negro music of New Orleans, playing jazz by ear and
just as "hot" as they could. According to trombonist Preston Jackson, the
band was imitating the music of Joe Oliver in New Orleans. A year later in
Memphis, clarinetist Buster Bailey was imitating the recordings of the
Original Dixieland Jazz Band.'
Guide to Jazz by Panassis & Gautier
'The origin of the word 'jazz' has never been satisfactorily settled. Some
have suggested that it comes from the French 'jazer' (chatter), but that seems
improbable, especially since in Creole French 'J' is corrupted into 'Y.' some
have suggested that the word comes from the name of a 19th century singer,
Jazzbo Brown. This too is improbable, for no jazz musician of long memory
supports it.
In the opinion of elderly Negros whose memory goes back many years,
the word 'jazz' is simply an onomatopoetic encouragement or exhortation to
the musicians.
'Jazz it,' they cry, much in the sense of 'get going,' or more precisely in
the alter sense, 'wing it.'
There can be no doubt that 'jazz' or 'jazz,' a word which first appeared
about 1910, was first used as a verb, and later that it came to be used as an
adverb, and later came to be an adjective qualifying a type of music. It was
not until much later that it came to be used as a noun. Whatever its origin
course, the word 'jazz' certainly implied a form of music radically different
from any other. It's distinguished by 1) swing, the steady four-beats-to-thebar pulse, and the unvarying rhythm behind jazz. The weak beats of the bar
(second and fourth) are accented rather than the strong beats as in ordinary
march music, etc. The word also applies of course to that element of lift, drive,
and spontaneity which is admittedly indefinable - If you got to ask what it is,
you ain't got it,' is Louis Armstrong's famous remark. 2) A melodic style, and
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an original harmonic texture, derived from the blues. The melodic line of the
vocal blues, while very simple, was characterized by the introduction of 'blue'
notes.'
Jazz in Perspective by Lain Lang
'There is another point of interest about the original Dixielanders. It is
probable that they were the first group of musicians ever to be described as a
'jazz band' and whether the claim to absolute priority is substantial or not,
they were certainly the first to make the word "jazz" known, not only
throughout the United States but throughout the world. According to
LaRocca it all began one night at the boosters' Club in the Hotel Morrison, in
Chicago, when a drunk kept yelling to the band to "jazz up" the music and
the manager of the place seized on the term to advertise the band. Both
LaRocca and Tom Brown were emphatic that they had never heard the
adjective applied to music in New Orleans, though they must have been
familiar with the word, which had long been used in the underworld as an
obscene verb. It was appropriate enough to transfer it to music nurtured in
Storyville, music which owes much of its urgency to the rhythm of phallic
ritual.'
Encyclopedia of Jazz by Leonard Feather
In 1915 a band that included several former members of Laine's
Ragtime Band opened at the Lamb's Cafe in Chicago under the leadership of
trombonist Tom Brown. The group was first known as Brown's Dixieland
band. Soon after the band reached Chicago from New Orleans, despite the
objections of local musicians' union officials, the name was expanded to
"Brown's Dixieland Jass Band." At that time the word "jazz" had a sordid
significance as a verb, and union officials feared it would give the music a bad
name. Nevertheless, it stayed in the billing.
Jazzmen by Frederick Ramsey, Jr. and Charles E Smith
'The story of Brown's Band from Dixieland properly begins in 1913. In that
year Frisco & McDermott, a vaudeville act played the Young Men's
Gymnastic Club of New Orleans. The music for the dance team was furnished
by Tom Brown's band. Frisco, who was a talent scout as well as an adept
holding the burning end of a cigar in his mouth, talked about the band when
he got back to Chicago. Presently they got offers, which they could not accept
because of local contracts. In June, 1915, however, they could and did take a
job at Lanb's Cafe in Chicago. On the job, the first northward thrust of
"Dixieland," was: Tom Brown-leader and trombone, Ray Lopez-cornet, Gus
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Mueller-clarinet, Arnold Layocano-bass and piano and William Lambert drums.
They didn't have union clearance on that first Chicago job. According
to Tom Brown it was an attempt by union officials to low rate them that gave
jazz its name. Jazz, or jazz as it was then spelled, was a familiar word around
22rd Street where the red light glowed, but it wasn't used about music. The
story has it that the statement that jazz music was being played at Lamb's
Cafe was a whispering campaign, the purpose of which was to smear the
band. Whatever its purpose, it had the effect of popularizing the band. People
were curious to know what "jazz' music was, and they came in droves to find
out. Direct from New Orleans, best dance music in Chicago.
Second Line Magazine by Dick Holbrook
'The word jazz is corruption of the Elizabethan "jazz" which had
survived in the vernacular of the bawdy-houses. The origin of the word "jazz"
has never been satisfactorily settled. some have suggested that it comes from
the French "jazer" (chatter), but that seems improbable, especially since in
Creole French 'J' is corrupted into "Y." some have suggested that the word
comes from the name of a 19th century singer, Jazzbo Brown. This too is
improbable, for no jazz musician of long memory supports it. In the opinion
of elderly Negroes whose memory goes back many years, the word "jazz" is
simply an onomatopoetic encouragement of exhortation to the musicians.
"Jazz it" they cry much in the sense of "get going" or, more precisely in the
halter sense, "swing it."
Second Line magazine by Tom Brown
When Tom Brown's Band from Dixieland invaded Chicago, a minor
skirmish between union and non-union musicians arose. "Jazz," says Tom
'was a vulgar word. It wasn't even applied to music when we hit Lamb's Cafe
in Chicago. In derision and spite, word of mouth propaganda which was
intended to hurt the popularity of Tom's Band, was started as a whispering
campaign by the opposition. "Don't go to Lamb's Cafe," they would say, "the
musicians there play only that jazz music." Curiosity naturally attracted
many customers. The "forbidden fruit" suggestion brought many others.
They stayed because they liked it.
Downbeat - Nov. 1, 1939 - Illiterate sign painter coined the term "jazz"
Back in the year 1915, near the intersection of Chicago's Thirty-First
Street and Calumet Avenue, stood the Schiller, an ordinary south side cafe.
The Schiller, you would be informed upon making inquiry, was no place for a
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Sunday School superintendent, and it was not an altogether uncommon thing
for its salty atmosphere to ring out with bloody curses and threats of a
emphatic nature. Nevertheless, in 1910 the sole significance of the Schiller was
that it constituted just another dive, a rendezvous if you will, for its non-tooparticular white clientele.
In the same year a Negro piccolo player, one Boisey James, left the city
of New Orleans and, casually enough, came to Chicago. He was, the story is
told, a rather eccentric fellow, always carrying his piccolo wherever he went
and ever ready to entertain at a moment's notice. To strike a personal note, it
might be remarked that the musical selection which found the most
sympathetic response in his whimsical make-up the 'Baby Seals Blues.'
Boisey gets a job
But if Boisey James, fresh from New Orleans, was eccentric, he was
likewise enterprising, and not long after his arrival in the Middle West
metropolis, he and the piccolo were engaged by a typically dubious proprietor,
to promote wholesome entertainment at the modest Schiller Cafe. Here it
became the eccentric fellow's business to conduct the maneuvers of a 6 piece
band which later swelled to the maximum capabilities of eight variously
talented Negroes.
James worked willingly to step up the business, and the customers
decided, in their own quaint way that he was good. The management beamed.
Runs out of space
Pleased with success, James grew even more enterprising, and believing
that a bit of advertising at the door would be a fine thing, summoned a sign
painter and lavishly supplied him with copy. The well-meaning artist set to
work at once to extol in print the self-admitted virtues of the Schiller, and the
painting of this placard would have been an extremely common piece of
business had not one thing happened. This oscitant paint-dauber was no
mathematician, and therein lies the historical beginning of the word 'jazz' as
applied to Negro music.
Approaching the last line - the "punch line" in such advertisement-the
fellow found himself confronted with a dismal problem. There remained, on
the board, insufficient space to include the full name of the eccentric Boisey
James, and the perspiring gentleman of the frock was obliged to tax his
intellectual resources to the full. This he did with the most damaging
consequences, and when the sign was at last presented for approval, the result
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was enough to make any self-respecting musical conductor's blood boil. For at
the very bottom, and in type suggesting the nature of a footnote, appeared the
inspiring words 'Music will be furnished by Jas Band.
At such gross effrontery, not only Mr. James' blood boiled, the artist in
him seethed with righteous rage. He did what any man of art would have done
under the circumstances; he refused to pay for it, whereupon the distraught
paint-dauber realized that he was, to speak kindly, in a predicament.
Gradually the thought came to him that perhaps the erratic James could be
brought to terms by a reduction in price, and this honest psychology
succeeded. When the piccolo player was approached with the proposition, the
artist in Boisey James retired sufficiently to permit him to come to an
agreement, and subsequently the sign, with its unique orthography, was
carried outside the cafe and stationed in full view of the public.
The razzing begins
Clarence Owens, Negro gambler and man-about-town, was an intimate
associate of James and spent considerable time at the Schiller. When he first
Beheld the sign at the door, Owens was seized with good-natured mirth which
caused him to march straight into the Schiller, slap Boisey on the back, and
shouted, 'Let's razz old jaz.' From that time forward, razzing old jaz became
an added indulgence with the Schiller clientele.
It was not long before Chicago's entire Black Belt had caught up the
fancy. James often made the rounds of numerous black-and-tan cabarets in
the company of Owens, who took a measure of pride in presenting 'Mister Jaz
and his little piccolo.' Owen's introduction never failed to conclude with the
words, 'Now razz it Mister Jaz.'
Razz and Jazz alike
As far back as 1911 and 1912 when ragtime was sweeping the country,
James, during his excursions on State Street, was variously greed as 'Old Jaz,
Mister Jaz, and simply Jaz. In like manner the music of James became
associated with the term "razz." When Jelly Roll Morton, Negro pianistcomposer, published his famous number, "The Jelly Roll Blues," it was
astutely remarked at Teenan Jones's Thirty-First and State Street cafe. The
elite that Old jazz could razz from jas to jazz, and then proceeded more
phonetically to Jazz. Just how this change came about is not exactly certain,
but the probability is that the constant association with the word razz was
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responsible for the change in spelling. The two words were always closely
identified, even interchangeable.
Little else is known of the history of the famous Boisey James. Clearly it
was a case of the name's making the man. For the year 1911, James band was
a strange combination; piccolo, banjo, string bass, trap drums, piano,
trumpet, trombone and clarinet. Essentially this is the equipment of the
modern jazz orchestra.'
A History of Jazz in America by Barry Ullanov
'In the simple, compressed, sometimes too elliptic vocabulary of the jazz
musician, one learns a great deal about the music he plays. One learns that
'jazz' is a noun, that it is not American popular music (as it has often been
thought to be), and that the jazz musician is most interested in the rhythmic
connotation of the word and in little else. If you tell him that some say the
term comes from the phonetic spelling of the abbreviation of a jazz musician
named Charles (Charles, Chas, jazz, jazz), he is not in the least interested. If
you tell him that there is a great deal of substance to the claim that the word
comes from the French word 'jaser' to pep up, to exhilarate-he may nod his
head with a degree of interest but ask you, "What about the beat?"
In the book "Roots and Branches of Jazz" Dr. Lloyd Miller gives the
following facts on the Arabic origin of the word Jazz:

Dr. Miller also relates that Jazz elements are more closely related to
previous Arabic music elements then African. He also gives good ideas that
the blues were found in African music. (This out of print book can be read on
my web site <basinstreet.com>)
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We read in the Belvidere Daily Republican of July 15, 1936:
'There have been many interesting theories regarding the origin of the
word 'jazz' but Jolly Coburn's is one of the more intriguing. Jolly says that it
slid into our national vocabulary byway of the vaudeville stage. At the end of a
performance, all the acts came on to render a boisterous finale programmed
as a "jazzbo."
In the Evening News of Wilkes-Barre, Pa. of July 12, 1938 states:
"The controversy over the origin of the word 'jazz' has continued for
many years. The opinions today are as varied as ever. According to Tommy
Dorsey the credit goes to a trombonist called Jasbo Brown, who many years
ago was playing in a Negro cabaret in Chicago. Brown, he says, was the first
man to make the trombone talk by putting a derby hat and later a tin can at
its mouth. The patrons would shout, "More Jasbo, more Jaz."
Paul Whiteman disagrees with Dorsey, though his version is similar.
Whiteman hands the laurel to one James Brown, a cornetist, who worked in a
dive on San Francisco's Barbary Coast? He says the abbreviation of the
musician's surname to "Jaz" accounts for the origin of the word.
John W. Green claims 'jazz' originated in vaudeville. At the end of a
show, he says, it was the custom for all the performers to join in a grand finale
known as a "jazzba."
A very amusing version in jest was given by Lionel Hampton in 1958:
'Lionel Hampton visited the new Offbeat Club, where he and Stuff
Smith discussed the origin of the word 'jazz.' Hampton said it originated when
the world began when Adam warned Eve not to eat that apple, Eve answered:
"Aw g'wan, Adam-you really believe all that jazz?"
In the San Bernardino County Sun of June 5, 1983 we read:
"Years and years ago, the word 'jazz' probably kept company with
other four-letter words that assault sensibilities and inflame censors, but it's
difficult to tell-the history of the only truly American art from is a mess.
"The word itself is fraught with confusion because it was a slang word,"
said Lawrence Gushee, jazz historian at the University of Illinois.
Gushee was one of six jazz historians who recently sat down for an
informal forum on fact and legend on the beginnings of jazz, one of the Hot
Jazz Classic events sponsored by Tulane University.
What they do know about the word itself is that the first time it was
printed was in a San Francisco Journal in 1912. Presumably, in San Francisco
jazz was an innocent new word. Not so in New Orleans.
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I talked to a lot of musicians of that day-like Jelly Roll Morton and
Alphonse Picou-and they all had a very negative attitude toward the word,
said 67 year old Al Rose, a one-time jazz impresario.
They all associated it with obscene meanings-a dirty word.
The word itself is just one thing that puzzles jazz scholars.
Jazz was music different than all that had gone before it-so where did it
come from? Exactly how did it develop? What impelled it? Trying to pin all
that down is frustrating. scholars like data neat and clean. Jazz is not.
At this point, jazz buffs are beginning to feel that the picture of jazz put
together by consensus in the early 1930s may be out of focus.
Early researchers agreed that jazz was born in New Orleans, probably
conceived at the slave dances at old Congo Square, where blacks mixed
African rhythm with the European harmony they heard from whites.
"Twenty years ago, everyone would have agreed with that, but now
maybe not," said S. Frederick Starr. A lot of information is being sorted out
and it many tell us something different.
Starr, a reed-slim PhD. is president elect of Oberlin College in Ohio, a
job likely to drag him away from his favorite hobby-blowing clarinet on the
Louisiana Repertory Jazz Ensemble, which tears it up on Wednesday nights
at Munster's dance hall, when it isn't off touring Russia or dashing off a
concert.
They're going to come up to Oberlin and play when I am inaugurated,
Starr said with a pleased grin.
The heretical notion being kicked around by Starr and other jazz
scholars is that jazz was flowing at the same time in several areas, not just in
Congo Square or the New Orleans red light district but also in San Francisco,
Charleston, S. C., Mobile, Ala., Memphis, Tenn. and parts of Florida.
There is no doubt, however, that something crucial occurred in New
Orleans, he said. Perhaps it was the musicians themselves.
Starr feels that jazz and dancing were so tightly intertwined one would
not have developed without the other and the dances of the era-the one-step,
two-step, cakewalk, etc-did not spring from New Orleans, he said. Perhaps it
was the musicians themselves.'
Summery
After all the opinions when or how the word 'Jazz' came about there
will never be a definite historic origin of the word. It is almost impossible to
find out the origin of any slang word especially in the use of the word
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describing a certain action. We do know that the word was first used to
describe a Dixieland Band as a jazz band around 1915 in Chicago.
It was used in baseball and on the vaudeville stage. There are many
words that rhyme with the word jazz in many cultures to describe many
activities, but it is in the use for music that it has its final meaning. Early jazz
musicians are the best source for their opinions about the use of the word, The
when, how and use of the word - these musicians also have their opinions.
Today we know what it means to "jazz" it up." There are many style
and types of jazz but it is all jazz. When a band is advertised as a jazz band
the only question one may ask is "What kind of Jazz?" The music of jazz is
constantly progressing in new styles and will continue to do so.

Jimmy Durante
1893-1980

Durante was born on the Lower East Side of New York. He dropped out
of school in the 7th grade to become a full-time ragtime pianist. He became a
kid out of the East side playing piano. He went to private homes for parties or
anywhere where they needed entertainment. He was nicknamed "Ragtime
Jimmy." One of his first jobs was as a "razzmatazz" saloon pianist on Coney
Island.
While working at the cafe was asked to form a jazz band. He sent to
New Orleans for 4 musicians from that city. The band was named 'The
Original New Orleans Jazz Band,' later called the "Jimmy Durante Jazz
Band," The band's musician from New Orleans were: Achille Baquet, Frank
Christian, Arnold Loyacano and lone Frank Lotak.
Frank Christian, in his Tulane University Jazz Archives stated: 'I
played with Durante who was a pretty good pianist. Durante had a song for
everyone who came in the place where we worked, including the waiters and
he would play to greet them. The place was the "Alamo" in New York.
Durante's teacher tried to make me play "Poet and Peasant" but I liked to
play "Maple Leaf Rag," "Popularity" and "Wild Cherries."
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People that heard him playing piano around Harlem clubs and Coney
Island spoke of his ability as a 'white' ragtime piano player who was the finest
of his time. He had a very good left hand enabling him to play a great "stride"
bass. Durante's parents wanted him to be a more serious pianist,
In 1908-1909 Durante was working at Cary Walsh's Club. The place
was a rough place-the kind of place where fights would happen with beer
mugs flying around.
At 17 his ambition was realized when he began playing piano at
Diamond Tony's Saloon in Brooklyn's Coney Island. While playing at Terry
Walsh's he met Eddie Cantor who advised him to become a comedian. Often,
while playing with his band he would tell jokes at intervals in the music and
the jokes went over big.
By early 1916 Durante worked at the Club Alamo in Harlem and had a
sextet called "Jimmy Durante's Original Jazz Novelty Band." He played every
speakeasy around New York. It was in these situations that Cantor told
Durante to intersperse jokes while standing playing the piano.
After playing in other local clubs Durante formed his own Dixieland
Band and opened the Club Durant. When New York also was in a jazz craze
the proprietor of the Alamo Club decided he wanted a New Orleans Jazz
Band. Jimmy sent to New Orleans for four jazz musicians-a drummer-Johnny
Stein, cornetist-Frank Christian, trombonist-Frank Lotak and the Creole
clarinetist Achille Baquet, with Durante as pianist. Within their performance
Durante began his first efforts at comedy. The band made three records. This
band broke up later when Durante went into partnership with Eddie Jackson
and Lou Clayton.
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In the book by Durante and Kofoed relating to night club life and
Durante's participation we read:
"Durante at 14 was a full-fledged piano player in Coney island, earning
$25 a week at Diamond Tony's, Maggie White's, Drop Inn, the Auto and
Roseven's." He played the piano from early evening till 6 in the morning. His
repertoire included: "My Gal Sal," "Will You Love Me in December as You
did in May?" 'All Aboard for Blanket Bay," "The Ace in the Hole," "I Wish I
Had My Old Gal Back Again" and "If I had a Voice like Scanlon." Eddie
Cantor was a singer at Carey Walsh's during the time that Durante was
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playing piano They became good friends-both very successful at their show
business careers.
In his Tulane interview Arnold Loyacano talks on the Durante
experience:
"I cut some records with Jimmy Durante's band in 1919. The band had
five men. I played drums in that outfit along with Jack Alfred Loyacano on
trombone, Pansy Laine on trumpet, Achille Baquet on clarinet and Jimmy
played piano.
Durante sent a telegram to New Orleans to my brother Jack who he had
known before the war. He used to call jack "Old Professor Hick.' He asked
Jack if he could get some men and so Jack got the men. He got Pansy Laine
and me. Durante was a good musician, reads well and plays for singers and all
that.
Vincent Lopez was playing piano in a Coney Island cafe across the
street and he discovered a rival-a little fellow with a big nose known to all as
'Ragtime' Jimmy. Today he is Jimmie (Schnozzle) Durante. In those days he
was just a piano player.
Years later-in 1923, when Jimmie was still an unknown and Lopez had
become a famous orchestra leader-Jimmie came and asked Lopez for a job as
pianist. Lopez had to turn him down because of his appearance. A short time
later Jimmie decided if his face was so funny he'd turn comedian. He went
from 'Ragtime' Jimmy to "Schnozzola" Jimmy and made a fortune.
Vincent only worked until 4 a.m. and Jimmie worked until 5 a.m., so
each morning he'd go across and keep Jimmie Company. We used to have a
lot of fun."
Summery
Durante was known as a comedian and actor but his early career is
seldom mentioned but he had one of the earliest jazz bands in New York and
many famous early jazz musicians played in his bands and on his recordings.
It is not often mentioned that he was a very good pianist. He used the piano
for his singing with interspersed jokes and seldom if ever, played strictly
piano solo or the ragtime he played early in his career that he played so well.
He should have a place in jazz history.
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The First Jazz Recordings
What was the first jazz band recording and why was it by a white band?
The social climate of the jazz era was segregated. Early jazz in New Orleans
was not called jazz but called ragtime. The term "jazz" was first used in
music by Bert Kelly's band. (See my article on the word "jazz.") Interviews
with early jazz musicians all say that the word "jazz" was not used in New
Orleans and only found when used in Chicago. Any band from the south was
called a "Dixieland Band." Dixieland refers to the band and not the music.
Those bands in New Orleans were "dance bands," and there was no
improvising. I believe this so called improvising mostly were "faked" - the
cornet had the melody and the clarinet and trombone improvised their parts
from working with the cornet with "counter melodic parts," the clarinet
adding his part behind the cornet and the trombone added supporting
melodies. This music was for dancing the new dance styles.
The first jazz recoding was by a white band that was put out to the
public. It was a huge success. Victor had heard of the band playing at
Reisenweber's and recorded it. Columbia recorded the band prior to the
Victor session with the songs "Darktown Strutters Ball," and "Indiana."
They decided to put the recording in the 'dead file.' Victor thought when they
heard the band at Reisenweber's restaurant a week after the spectacular
opening and made a contract with the band to make the first jazz record.
Columbia Records never recorded ragtime up to this time. Columbia then
signed the band to a contract. The band was paid $250 and after the two
numbers the band was ordered from the studio. The master was filed away
and Columbia washed their hands of jazz at this time.
Victor decided to make a recording of the band after the band contacted
Victor. They made their record on Feb. 26, 1917. The Victor engineers were
baffled by recording such a band. The musicians were placed n various
locations in the studio. They placed LaRocca 20 feet from the pickup horn
(Mike), Sbarbaro 5 feet behind LaRocca and played no bass drum. Edwards
(trombone) was 12 feet from the mike; Shields 5 feet away from the mike.
Ragas was the closest. This matched the loudness of the instrument. LaRocca
said 'First we made a test record and after the engineers moved us around in
different positions. Victor remarked: "A jass band is a jass band and not a
Victor organization gone crazy." This was the first record of jazz by a jazz
band.
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The tunes: "Dixieland Jazz Band One-Step," and "Livery Stable
Blues." It is noted that jazz is best heard in live performances not records.
This was the beginning of the popularity of jazz through records.
The ODJB
according to Nick LaRocca, the leader, rehearsed for a
period of to 10 days prior to recording. This means that each part was firmly
established at the time of recording. There still was some spontaneous playing
during the recoding but the structure of the material was geared to the
recording time of the disc.
The earliest Negro Jazz band is record was Kid Ory's band on the West
Coast. This happened in June of 1921. It was the first New Orleans band to
record. In this band was: Ory on trombone, Dink Johnson on clarinet,
Muntudie Garland on bass, Freddy Washington on piano, Ben Borders on
drums and Mutt Carey on trumpet. They recorded seven songs: "Ory's
Creole Trombone," "Society Blues" "Krooked Blues," "When You're
Alone," "Maybe Some Day" and "That Sweet Something Dear." This was
done by Spike's company. The recordings were made by "Reb" Spikes
Company in Nordskog's studio. Kid Ory remarked in his Tulane interview
that:
"The first recording session was for the Spike brothers company in the
Nordskog studio. The Spike brothers asked me to record for them. I was
playing in Oakland and brought the band down to L.A. We did two records
also with two different singers. It took about three hours to make the records.
Ory's Creole Trombone' came out good the first time. Some of the others we
had to go over them again."
Nordskog and the First Negro Jazz Record.
'Reb' Spikes recalls:
'I got the band together and they rehearsed a couple of times before we
went out to Santa Monica. I got some singers, a couple of girls, and we all
went down there. We recorded in Nordskog's living room, in front of a great
big horn. When you wanted to play soft you stepped back and when you
wanted to play loud you stepped up a couple of feet. The recording was so
very expensive to make at that time, and they were kinda scratchy records
too. Nobody thought it was going to amount to anything. We were happy to
get out just about what we put into it.
The sides recorded that day in Santa Monica included "Ory's Creole
Trombone" and "Society Blues." Nordskog made him agree to have 5,000
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copies pressed. Most of the records were sold in Spikes Bros. music store and
some were sent up to Oakland and San Francisco. The Ory records have been
reissued a couple of times on long-play albums representing the early history
of jazz.
There would have been at least two more tunes by Ory's band but they
were destroyed in the Mojave Desert. In those days you recorded on a piece of
wax a couple of inches thick, it looked like a big piece of soap. Nordskog lost a
couple of them in the desert on the way back to New York. In 1921 there was
no way to press records on the West Coast.
The Nordskog-Spike recording venture was never repeated, probably
due to the dispute over whose idea the whole thing was in the first place. Each
man claimed to have originated the project, and in later years Kid Ory got
into the argument by saying that it was all his idea. We never did any more
recordings after Ory, He got a job somewhere else and the records were just
selling OK. I might have done more recordings if there was anyone else in
town with a recording machine.
Kid Ory after making these records Kid Ory recalled:
'We made six sides so quickly we didn't know who was there, playing
each tune just once. We didn't get excited. We got fifteen dollars or twenty
dollars apiece and expenses for traveling. I got a four dollar royalty check
from 'Ory's Creole Trombone.' Rehearsals for the historic record session
were held in the Spike brothers' music store and that's where most of the
records were sold.
'Reb' Spike recalls: 'We didn't know what to do with records in those
days. We didn't have a distributor and once the word got out we sold four to
five thousand copies right in our store. A few orders came from other cities. I
think Phoenix was one. It didn't amount to much. Maybe if we knew what
recordings were going to be, we could have made a million dollars.' For the
record Spikes 'Seven Pods of Pepper Orchestra,' also known as Kid Ory's
Sunshine Orchestra.
A recording of "Carolina shout" by the Jimmy Johnson Boys was "the
first ever recorded by a small jazz unit," despite the prevalent assumption
that the honor corresponded to a Kid Ory unit, which only recorded some
nine months later. The date for the Johnson recording was made 9 months
before the Ory record. But the Ory record was the first jazz recording made
by a New Orleans group.
Prior to this recording Freddie Keppard was asked to make a recording
but refused as he thought other musicians would copy his style and ideas.
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Pops Foster said that the Black and Tan Band made some recordings
around Los Angeles before Ory did. Of course Buddy Bolden is said to have
made a cylinder but it was never found.
Before the Ory recording the band leader Sonny Clay accompanied blue
singer Camille Allen on a record. A number of blues singers made recordings
which were know as 'race' records. Mamie Smith was recorded in 1921 for the
'race' records.
A band organized by Jimmy Johnson is said to have made a record 9
months earlier, recoding the song "Carolina Shout."
Southern bands coming north were known as "Dixieland" band from
"Dixie." and referrers to pre Civil War Southern states. They were reference
to the "old South" and with the Dixieland revival in the 1940,50s this music
was referred to as "Classic Jazz" or "Traditional Jazz." Some say
"Dixieland" was a derogatory term implying superficial 'Hoken' as was the
word jazz. I believe the first use was in baseball referring to a certain pitch
throw by a pitch.
The famous Paul Whiteman concert included the ODJB playing the
'Livery Stable Blues.'
1917 saw a boom in jazz recordings. Many records perhaps were not
early jazz as we describe but explanation is debated. An argument can be
made that the first jazz recording made was a cylinder by Collins & Harlenon
an Edison disc issued in April of 1917 and on a record in July of 1917.
Released on a Victor label a month before the ODJB first recorded. It was
titled 'That Funny Jas Band from Dixieland, written by Henry L Marshall in
1916. Recorded on Dec 1, 1916, the lyrics mention the ODJB, Brown's
Dixieland Jass Band & Stein Dixieland Jazz Band.
Some other recording of 'jazz' in 1917:
Borbee's jazz orchestra recorded to songs on Feb. 18, 1917 but not released
until July of 1917.
Wilbur Sweatman recorded in April of 1917 for the Pathe label but it was
more ragtime but some jazz interludes.
Earl Fuller band recoded on June 4, "Slippery Hank," a real hot manic in
pace and perhaps the first instrumentation for enlarged bands. 1917 with
"Johnson's Jass Blues," perhaps the first enlarged jazz band recording.
Rudy Wiedoeft recorded early in 1917 with "Johnson's jazz Blues"
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Marion Harris recorded on July 18, 1917 with 'That Funny Jaz Band from
Dixieland, considered the first female jazz singer to record.
W. C. Handy's band recorded 10 songs in Sept. of 1917 for Columbia
including 'Livery Stable Blues considered by many to be first recording of
jazz by an African American.
Frisco Jazz Band recorded on June 4, 1917
'The first band to use the "jazz" name was the "So Different jazz band"
around 1914 in Frisco.
Prince's Band recorded on June 4, 1917
Dabney band recorded a jazz tune in August of 1917.
Six Brown Brothers recorded a song on May 9, 1917 labeled 'Smiles and
Chuckles' - Jazz Rag. They were with the minstrels and recorded as early as
1911.
Fischer's Band of Kalamazoo recorded on Oct. 10, 1917 for Victor.
Many of these bands played written arrangements that some people do
not consider jazz. Many recordings had "jazz" in the title of the songs. The
first blues recorded was on Dec.7 of 1914 by Victor's Military band that
recorded ''Memphis Blues." Morton Harvey was the first vocal blues
recording and Mamie Smith was the first Negro artist to record on August 10,
1920 with "Crazy Blues."
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